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Preface

Haptic technology has become the key to bringing realism into a virtual world. The 
idea of an immersive world will affect the physical interaction between the user and 
the virtual object. Haptics or the sense of touch is the engagement of senses beyond 
sight and hearing. Haptics has various models, ranging from simple and small 
sensors to complicated devices. From mobile phones to exoskeletons, forced haptic 
feedback is very expensive and complex.

This book provides an overview of haptic research for various modalities in 
human-machine interaction. For example, haptic technology can be used for 
multiple medical applications and help doctors or patients to fulfill their needs. 
Haptic technology is expected to gain more flexibility, accuracy, and reality 
during the interaction. The patient might feel the sensation of a doctor’s existence 
through their skin via various methods of haptic technology such as vibration, 
mid-air haptic feedback, and forced feedback. The latest technology, known as 
mid-air haptics, can generate tangible feelings on the human skin. The Airborne 
Ultrasound Tactile Display (AUTD) is one of the mid-air haptics with great 
medical or entertainment potential. Moreover, haptics might be helpful for 
feeling the surfaces and contours of heritage buildings. Haptic technology opens 
the possibility of heritage sensation to the next level by delivering to the user the 
feeling of being inside an old building. Haptics has also become the evolutionary 
interface for mixed reality applications where physical and virtual realities can be 
integrated as one interface. In the robotics field, haptics is useful for improving 
robotic perception and vision. Haptics helps improve robot navigation by giving 
the robot a better sense of its surroundings.

The book consists of five chapters divided into three main sections that cover the 
robotic interface of haptic technology, haptics for medical purposes, and haptics for 
digital heritage.

Section 1 begins with Chapter 1, which is an introductory chapter that discusses 
various intelligent approaches toward future human-machine interaction. 
Chapter 2 discusses the collaboration of robot and haptic feedback for enhancing 
robotic perception. Chapter 3 presents an evolutionary user interface of haptic 
and mixed reality.

Section 2 includes Chapter 4, which examines how haptic technology is used for 
medical simulation.
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Section 3 includes Chapter 5, which discusses the possibility of using haptics to 
enhance the presence of heritage building surface sensation to augment digital 
heritage documentation.

Ahmad Hoirul Basori, Omar M. Barukab and Sharaf Jameel Malebary
King Abdulaziz University,

Faculty of Computing and Information Technology in Rabigh,
Department of Information Technology,

Rabigh, Saudi Arabia
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Intelligent 
Approach to Future Man - Machine 
Interaction
Ahmad Hoirul Basori and Andi Besse Firdausiah Mansur

1. Introduction

Industry 4.0 has changed the interaction model between humans and machines. 
They have defined the “machine” as an automatic process that includes hardware 
and software [1]. Furthermore, they also discussed the elements of controller  
modules and administration. Industry 4.0 also brings industrial change from 
analogue toward digital solutions [2, 3]. Human–machine communication is also 
enhanced in the high capacity of computer networks [4]. The integration of a 
Cyber-physical system (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud network would be 
feasible by an advanced network that has high-speed internet access [5].

2. Future man-machine interaction

The evolution of man–machine interaction has come up with some pillars of 
innovative technology-focused areas such as big data, robots, self-driving cars, 
and Augmented and Mixed Reality [1]. Big data analytics helps give direction to 
complex criteria of decision-making problems. For example, robotics might better 
perceive their object detection and recognition environment. The other develop-
ment of human-computer interaction is driven by mobile device and interface 
device growth. Bieller mentioned that a voice-guided user interface becomes 
accustomed to people’s lives, and it’s been predicted in the next 5 years, it will adopt 
for more than 80% of technology usage [6].

Furthermore, Augmented Reality (AR)/Virtual Reality (VR) is also widely used 
because VR gear price is less price, and AR technology can run on smartphones 
smoothly. Industry 4.0 also strive for the development of autonomous vehicle (AV). 
Stoma et al. [7] classify the level of automation for an autonomous vehicle into sev-
eral groups, such as level 0 (without automation), level 1 (assistive driving), level 2 
(partial automation), level 3 (Conditional Automation), level 4 (advanced automa-
tion) and level 5 (full automation). Level 5 means that car can navigate automati-
cally without any human intervention. It can accomplish all driving requirements 
in all circumstances [7–9]. Furthermore, incorporating haptic technology into 
machines makes interaction more realistic because haptic can give people a sensa-
tion of the object in the virtual environment [10]. So they can sense the presence of 
entities like they felt in the real world.

The chapters introduce and demonstrate the future man–machine interaction 
in intelligent ways. The man–machine relations relied on developing devices that 
drive people to change their way of interacting with a machine. Industry 4.0 has 
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incorporated more Artificial intelligence for future interaction and robotic involve-
ment and evolutionary interfaces such as Haptic, AR or VR. The book is concen-
trated on researchers, industry professionals, graduate students and academicians 
who need a solution or knowledge for an innovative interaction between humans 
and machines.
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Chapter 2

Robot Perception Based on Vision 
and Haptic Feedback for Fighting 
the COVID-19 Pandemic
Ahmad Hoirul Basori, Omar M. Barukab, 
Sharaf Jameel Malebary and Andi Besse Firdausiah Mansur

Abstract

The robot perception can be enhanced further through visual and haptic to give 
more impression. This chapter aims to combine vision and haptic for the robot 
navigation during tracing their movement. The pandemic has striven humans to do 
direct contact; therefore, an alternative using the robot as delivery tools is assumed 
to be one of solution. As the initial experiment has been shown in the previous 
section, the deviation of angle is quite low and the success rate of arriving at the 
destination is also quite high around 76%. Future work can be enhanced by improv-
ing the success rate by monitoring the robot track closely.

Keywords: robot perception, vision, haptic, navigation

1. Introduction

The pandemic of COVID-19 has affected human life in general. Many preven-
tion actions are used to prevent the virus from the spread, including maintaining 
social distance and wearing a facemask. To ensure the safety of people, robots are 
used for controlling the COVID-19 patient bed using the Arduino robot [1]. It is 
designed to make less contact with patients so reduced the chance of infection. The 
Coronavirus spreads via the saliva droplets or nose liquid when the sick person is 
coughing or sneezing [2]. Due to the high rate of infection, mobile robots can be an 
alternative solution to reduce contact with patients [2]. Robots for support service 
is one of the solutions for maintaining society awareness toward the virus spread. 
The mobile robot’s utility during the pandemic might vary, such as delivery service, 
population awareness, and disinfection facilities [2]. This chapter aims to provide 
new robot insight through deep learning vision and haptic that can augment the 
robot’s response toward their environment.

2. Related works

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robotics are valuable resources for helping the 
patient treatment, doctors, nurses, and other front-line staff. Intelligent robots 
can perform good service for a particular task when it is planned and designed 
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better [3, 4]. However, due to the high cost and complexity of the technology, not 
all country affords to adapt this approach [2]. Furthermore, another researcher 
tried to utilize a nursing robot for patient monitoring and medicine consumption 
according to the medication schedule. The other robot known as Lio-A is a robot 
with a multi-functional arm that has the capability of human-robot interaction and 
personal care assistant (Figures 1 and 2) [5].

The Lio-A robot has a visual and audio sensor for receiving the command, 
while laser and ultrasound for navigation and surrounding monitoring. It also has 
a mechanical sensor for handling the task given to them. Lio-A has the capability 
for autonomous action by having automatic navigation and recharging [5]. The 
other researcher also uses robots and realistic virtual reality to enhance interaction 
between humans and machines. The interaction can be in a gaming-based system, 
Brain-computer interface, or 3D simulation [6–14]. Virtual navigation using 
augmented reality or sensors is also helpful for the robot to achieve the desired 
direction according to the path that set up for them [15–28]. Machine learning 

Figure 2. 
Lio-A robot for a personal assistant [5].

Figure 1. 
Robot consultation [2].
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algorithms, such as reinforcement learning also involve managing the crowd 
behavior of pedestrians, so it will be beneficial for robotic navigation later [29–33]. 
In addition, the Kinect camera with its capability for gesture tracking is also ben-
eficial for medical applications along with robotics for helping COVID-19 patients, 
doctors, and nurses [34–41].

3. Methodology

The visual perception of the robot can be enhanced through a special camera, 
such as a Kinect depth camera, that can provide a depth image stream as input. This 
image will be useful for the navigation of the robot due to its capability of providing 
a 3D image of the object.

4. Materials

There is three main hardware that involved during experiments:

• Wheel robot using Arduino board Uno3, refer to Figure 3.

• Kinect camera attached to the robot body.

• Laptop for processing.

The Kinect camera will stream the object in front of the robot and send it to 
the pc, once pc received the image. It will be continued by processing the image 
whether the image is one of its goals or obstacles. If obstacle then the robot needs 
to avoid the object, while if it is a goal, the robot needs to grasp the object using the 
gripper, a detailed methodology is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. 
System setup.
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5. Result and discussion

The initial testing using the Kinect camera is tracking the user skeleton. It can 
track the user’s movement, especially hand gestures that can be interpreted as com-
mand control. The tracked skeleton is shown as a fragmented line that is imposed 
on the human body, as shown in Figure 5. The parts of the body, such as the arm, 
body, and head skeleton, are tracked in real time. Later this body part will be used 
as reference control to manipulate the robot.

Figure 5. 
Skeleton tracking.

Figure 4. 
System methodology.
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Figure 6 shows how the depth image stream of the object streamed into pc 
for further process. While the depth image with a recognized person is shown in 
Figure 7.

Figure 6. 
Depth image stream.

Figure 7. 
Person recognition.
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The process of person recognition with pre-train model is quite interesting; the 
robot can recognize the person by receiving the information from the main process 
inside the PC. The haptic device is used for helping the robot on avoiding obstacle 
by sending the vibration as an alert signal. So, the robot can turn left or right to 
avoid the obstacle. We did several experiments with robotic movement, as shown in 
Figure 8.

6. Conclusions

Visual and haptic enhancement of robotic perception is very important for the 
success rate of the robot task. In this chapter, we present a combination of haptic 
with the vision to enhance the robot navigation during performing the delivery 
task to the user. Robot delivery is one of the essential keys during the pandemic 
of COVID-19 to avoid direct contact between humans. As the initial experiment 
has been shown in the previous section, the deviation of angle is quite low and the 
success rate of arriving at the destination is also quite high around 76%. Future 
work can be enhanced by improving the success rate by monitoring the robot track 
closely.
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Figure 8. 
Robot movement tracks.
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Perspective Chapter: Evolution
of User Interface and User
Experience in Mobile Augmented
and Virtual Reality Applications
Peter J. Van de Broek, Clement Onime,
James O. Uhomobhi and Mattia Santachiara

Abstract

An end-use’s experience of any software is typically influenced by the interface
presented by the application to the user. For Mixed Reality Environments such as
Augmented and Virtual Reality, the user interface is highly visual, and a poor
interface can significantly degrade the user experience. Adequate attention is
required when designing or creating interfaces and user experience within Mixed
Reality Environments as traditional interface design goals and specifications often
need to be adjusted. Furthermore, for mixed reality environments on Mobile
devices there are additional interface constraints and considerations that would
considerably improve the user experience when properly addressed. This research
paper discusses the evolution(s) of user interface(s) and user experience of Aug-
mented and Virtual Reality applications on Mobile devices and contributes a
framework for improving user interfaces and experience when using Mixed Reality
Environments.

Keywords: augmented reality (AR), augmented virtuality (AV), human computer
interaction (HCI), mixed reality (MR), user interface (UI), user experience (UX),
user experienced interface (UXI), virtual reality (VR)

1. Introduction

User Experience [UX] and User Interface [UI] are major components of any
modern software application where interaction with a human is required. While the
term UI historically referred to the basic elements that provide input-output func-
tionality [1], such as keyboards, line-printers and visual display units, today, it has
broadened to also encompasses elements of visual design including layouts, kinds of
prompts/dialog-boxes, fonts/language of text as well as the use of colours and
images. There are already voice activated smart or intelligent systems and platforms
where the user interface is completely based on audible speech or sound for both
input and output.

The UX has been viewed as distinct from the UI and refers to the perception by
end-users of the attractiveness and suitability of the software for its intended
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purpose. In most cases, measurable UX is based on an overall aggregation of both
non-abstract and abstract quantities that also include the UI, software functionality
and even its response speed. Today, the UX is of paramount importance for any
software or (tool) that require user interactions.

Mixed Reality (MR) environments combine both real and virtual (e.g computer
generated) objects for presentation within single displays. MR environments have
been classified based on the ratio of real to virtual objects within it. Completely
virtual reality (VR) environments exists at one end of the continuum while
completely real, or physical environments are at the opposite end. In between both
ends, the continuum defines arbitrary combinations of both real and virtual objects.
When there are more virtual elements than real ones, the environment is classified
as Augmented Virtuality (AV) while when there are more real objects than virtual
ones, it is known as Augmented Reality (AR) [2].

The AR, AV and VR mixed reality environments can be implemented or
displayed using a wide variety of hardware devices that include projectors, visual
display units or monitors as well as large wall-sized displays or specialized head
mounted displays [3]. This work, however focuses on the display and use of these
MR environments on mobile devices, where mobile devices are limited to portable
consumer grade ICT devices such as smart-phones/tablets and their associated
peripherals such as head or chest mounting units, glasses and watches. That is, we
focus on commodity mobile devices such as smart-phones and tablets not including
portable or custom (expensive) hardware and equipment [4].

The evolution of UI and UX in MR environments has been heavily influenced by
available technology. For example, the MR applications in the 1960s were limited to
using wire-frame displays [5]. UX is of particular interest to MR environments as
they can easily combine the advantages of both virtual-environments and seamless
collaboration [6].

This rest of this chapter provides some background literature review pertinent to
the evolution of UI and UX in mobile MR environments, UI/UX frameworks, the
unique challenges of the mobile MR environments.

2. Background

Figure 1 presents a redrawing of the Reality Virtuality (RV) continuum first
proposed by Milgram and Kishino.

This RV continuum was formulated on a 3-dimensional (3D) taxonomy that
incorporated the Extent of real-World Knowledge (EWK), Reproduction Fidelity
(RF) and the Extent of Presence Metaphor (EPM) [7]. All of which are fundamental
to both UI and UX, that is, increasing EWK translates to a better ability to modelling
the real-world (which leads to better UI). Similarly, with increasing RF, real and
virtual content becomes more and more indistinguishable (which could to a better
UX), and with increasing EPM users’ interactions become more natural or better
aligned with real environments (which suggests better UX) [8].

Figure 1.
Redrawn RV contimuum.
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Skarbez et al argue that this RV continuum is limited as it describes content only
in relation to realism and therefore lacks coherence in the end users’ experience or
UX [8]. They state that the “mediating” technology, content conveyed, and
resulting impact must be considered together to adequately describe MR experi-
ences”. Equally pertinent is that the RV continuum was formulated explicitly on
visual experiences and visual hardware. Due to rapid advances in hardware and
software MR environments are no longer confined to just visually synthesized
displays alone but now include experiences that facilitate not only haptic and
auditory experiences, with at least exploratory iterations in computer-generated
stimuli for all the exteroceptive senses, and it is through interactions with the 5
exteroceptive senses (sight, sound, touch, smell and taste) that users experience MR
environments [8].

Despite this limitation, the RV continuum remains a relevant framework for
MR research and development today. Indeed for modern applications, there is a
need to evolve from more passive or traditional modes of HCI to UI that facilitate
multi-sensorial modalities allowing for interactions in virtual worlds, where an
interaction modality can be defined as a tangible communication mode [9].
Computer UI aim to enhance interactions with computing systems through
various interfaces. Historically UI have evolved from batch interface (punched
cards) to command-line user interface, graphical user interface (GUI), web-based
user interface (WUI), a subclass of GUI, and recently to touch screens that accept
inputs at the touch of a stylus or finger [10], Further evolutions in UI can be
classified under the broad category of Post-WIMP UI [11–13], or next generation
user interfaces [2]. Such UI employ a variety of novel interaction devices and
techniques targeting multi-platform and multi-modal UI that have evolved to
address user interactions and experiences in 3-D MR environments, including VR
and AR [14], with a need for greater responsiveness, immediacy in feedback and
realism within immersive 3-D environments. Examples of NGUI include tangible
user interface (TUI), organic user interface OUI, reality-based interface (RBI) and
smart material interface (SMI) [15].

2.1 User interface

Traditional UI were predicated on the narrow scope of usability, where cognitive
load was reduced, as opposed to users’ overall experiences [16]. An early paradig-
matic model, that is still ubiquitous, is the window, icon, menu, pointer (WIMP)
GUI, facilitated by the introduction of the point and click mouse. The WIMP GUI
model developed in the 1980s using interfaces from the computer-as-tool paradigm
where a 2-dimensional workspace is presented with direct manipulation of objects
in a serial nature [17]. Although the WIMP GUI was adapted and popularised by
Macintosh in the 1980’s it is still the most dominant type of GUI in modern desktop
computers [11]. Reasons for the ubiquity of this GUI include its’ effectiveness in
facilitating common office tasks [11]. Other advantages are its ease of use due in
part to exploitation of muscle memory and image recognition and commonality
across applications with widespread accessibility for a range of users, facilitating the
creation of a de facto standard [12]. With the introduction of WIMP interactions
with computing hit the mainstream. Before this time van Dam [13] argues that
there were two previous generations of user interfaces, placing WIMP in the third
generation of UI. UI at this time were optimised to the available hardware, although
it is argued that the first generation in the 1950s and 1960s were not UI in the strict
sense as there was no interaction with users per se as computers were used in batch
mode with punched-card inputs and line-printer output. Between the 1960s and
1980s van Dam [13] highlights the evolution of the second generation of UI, in
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which for the first-time users could interact with computing systems by typing in
parameter defined commands on mechanical alphanumeric displays using
timesharing on mainframes and microcomputers. Such systems were founded on
operating systems such as DOS and UNIX, with command line shells and device
drivers. In the DOS OS the device driver has responsibility for input/output opera-
tions, and uses blocks, with their own address, to store information [18] in disks. In
this way the user controls all system software through the DOS UI that allows for
graphical displays on the monitor. DOS was a forerunner to the GUI and is a
command line interface (CLI) system. Key considerations of earlier iterations of UI
were responsiveness and immediate feedback to user inputs, increasing functional-
ity through human computer interactions [HCI], where functionality was the key
paradigm However WIMP UI have several limitations. As the complexity increases,
with additional icons and widgets added, the UI becomes more cumbersome and
harder to use, with the serialised nature of the interface separating the user from the
perceptions of real time working [11] and preventing parallel inputting [19]. In
addition, the UI is predicated on a 2-D paradigm, with 2-D input devices and
desktop metaphor and do not innately transpose into 3-D environments [11]. Such
limitations have become more pronounced. Evolutions in processing and graphical
processors, leading to advancements in software and hardware and iterations in
designing and development of more appropriate UI have taken place, with devel-
opments in gaming having a major input. With the increasingly widespread prolif-
eration of gaming – from handheld to desktop and online collaborative platforms
utilising immersive 3-D worlds, HCI had to evolve in which the overall concept of
UX became more of a consideration. As Bonnardel [20] argues as UI evolve in
response to e.g., games and 3-D environments novel techniques must be used that
are future focused. Equally as importantly such UI need to go beyond functionality
and elicit feelings of fun and enjoyments for users [21], highlighting the significance
of the overall UX, which is enhanced through increased emotional investment, or
affective perceptions [22–24]. As Tractinsky et al. [23] report correlations exist
between users’ perceptions of the aesthetics of the HCI system and its usability.
Jakubowski [25] sums this up when stating that the most important aspect of HCI is
the influence of a good UX experience on the user productivity. McCarthy and
Wright [26] define UX as a qualitative experience while interacting with products.
The logical argument being that as users’ qualitative experiences increase, through
more immersive, multi-modal and realistic UI, HCI improve, whether they be
purely functional, for enjoyment or for educational purposes. Early gaming experi-
ence, such as Pong and Space Invaders came to the forefront in the 1970s. As Sahay
et al. [27] report, although these early gaming iterations, like all games have the
ability to engage people, due to a lack of processing power for example, they lacked
features, such as shading, texture, realism and dimensionality, with unattractive
and unrealistic graphics. With improvements in software and hardware not only
has gaming made huge strides with graphics becoming more realistic, but modern
gaming also now incorporates artificial intelligence (AI), Evolutionary advances in
portability, range of consoles, including mobile, and network-based gaming [27]
has culminated in modern online games, with more responsive controllers that take
place in virtual environments with the ability to compete against remote opponents
[28]. This in turn has increased the appeal of gaming through immersion. As Jennett
et al [28] argue not only does immersion transcend the idea of flow, cognitive
absorption [CA] and presence, it is a measure of engagement, engrossment and
total immersion, as also reported by Brown and Cairns [29]. Csikszentmihalyi [30]
argues that flow happens when individuals are completely engrossed in an activity
to the detriment of other things. Thus, the concept of immersion involves losing
track of time and cognisance of the real world, involvement and becoming lost in
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the game, or virtual environment, and is dependent on a good gaming experiences
[28]. Thus, the overall UX is enhanced, mediated through more intuitive, interac-
tive, realistic, multi-modal and responsive UI. As Brown and Cairns [29] state
“engagement, and therefore enjoyment through immersion, is not possible if there
are usability and control problems. Essentially there needs to be an invisibility of the
controls for total immersion to take place.” In other words, for enhanced UX, UI
need to evolve to become unobtrusive, intuitive to use and multi-sensorial, so that
UI are subsumed within the interactive experience. Such advances in UI and
increased UX are also apposite to interactions with MR environments.

2.2 Considerations for mixed reality environments

Although most applications still try to cope with a WIMP-style user interface
and two-dimensional input, devices with multiple degrees of freedom are still rare
[11]. However with the growth in 3-D applications and MR environments UI are
evolving to meet the needs of users interacting with such environments. The over-
riding difference is that in MR environments the UI has to shift away from virtual
interfaces designed to mediate interactions with computer systems to interfaces
that combine both real and virtual environments and objects, dispersed at any point
along the MR continuum. The ultimate aim is seamless interaction in the same
environment. In this way UI in MR environments need to be able to integrate with a
real environment where static and dynamic information streams are combined at
runtime [2]. Billinghurst et al. [31] sum this up when stating that “AR interfaces are
designed to enhance interactions in the real world.” UI designed to work within 3
dimensions contain greater complexity and need to be multi-modal and sensorial in
nature. They require more degrees of freedom (DOF) and greater user efficiency
due to the greater number of non-serial tasks, involving parallelism [11]. Addition-
ally, due to the wide range of MR environments and possible applications more
interactions between users and the environments are needed and a wider range of
UI are needed. As Bowman et al. [32] state performance of UI in such environments
is task and environment dependent with specific UI, targeted at displays that may
be fully immersive or semi-immersive, being needed. Such UI are dependent on
ergonomics and the target device with input/ output interactions in MR interfaces
trending towards increasing naturalness becoming more intuitive and seamless.
Complexities in UI applicable to MR and 3-D environments are due to several
factors. These include the range of applicable input devices, which may be discrete,
continuous or a hybrid of both, alongside the navigational options potentially avail-
able, ranging from more general exploration of such environments to searching for
specific locations as well as more precise manoeuvring [32]. In addition, interfaces
in such environments need to allow for the ability to interact with, and manipulate,
objects in such environments. This can involve zooming and rotation with direct
user control, physical control and/or virtual control [33]. One central feature of MR
UI is the integration with a real environment. The application requires information
about objects and spaces, whose geometry and behavior is not under the control of
the designer but must be acquired from the real environment. Real objects can be
subject to real-world manipulation [e.g., in a maintenance task] or external forces.
Therefore, it must be possible to track state changes in the environment. In practice
the “real world” model of a mixed reality application often consists of a combina-
tion of static information [e.g., geometry of the environment that is assumed to be
fixed] and dynamic information [e.g. position and orientation information for the
user and central objects] that is acquired by sensors at runtime. Sherman and Craig
[33] describe direct user control as mimicking real world interaction, physical
control that uses real devices and virtual control using virtual devices [11]. All these
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factors point to the fact that UI applicable to MR environments, unlike WIMP
interfaces, need high bandwidth as well as efficient processors. In addition, contin-
uous sampling and processing, probabilistic decoding and recognition that can unify
input from parallel channels through multi-modal interfaces are needed [12]. As
Van Dam [12] describes UI in MR environments need to facilitate body part track-
ing, gesture and speech recognition as well as haptic force input and feedback
devices. Sub-subsections can also be used throughout the manuscript.

2.3 Considerations for mobile devices

Due to the small screen size, lack of memory, low to moderate processing power,
smaller and fewer buttons and limited battery power, alongside the array of sensors,
UI for mobile devices have numerous constraints, which can affect overall levels of
UX. Subramanya and Li [33] classify these types of constraints as device related
constraints with user related constraints including limited attention spans affected
by mobility, change in locations and contexts and users’ idiosyncrasies. Chong et al.
[34] argue the UI and mobile device size are one of the most significant factors in
mobile device design and report on the use of a single-layer touch screen UI as
opposed to the more conventional multi-layer UI, with promising results in
increasing overall UX. The use of low-level computer languages, termed code opti-
mization [34] also helps in reducing strains on available memory, as does the use of
touchscreen UI, as opposed to mouse based and command-based UI topologies. This
use of low-level language and single-layer UI can potentially overcome issues due to
the noted complexities involved in developing applications and UI across various
mobile platforms. Such mobile platforms can be incompatible, alongside the variety
of programming languages and hardware differences as reported in [35].
Touchscreen UI obviate the need for physical keyboards, thereby maximising
available screen sizes whilst at the same time increasing mobility with concomitant
reductions in device sizes, as argued in [34]. Touchscreen UI are also aesthetically
more pleasing and intuitive to use, thereby potentially facilitating increased UX. As
Dunlop and Brewer [36] report with the increasing proliferation and popularity of
mobile devices issues of widening access to powerful computing services and
resources through the UI need to be overcome when designing UI with good UX. In
addition, alongside the small visual displays mobile devices have had poor interac-
tion facilities, including audio and limited input/output (I/O) [36] which create
challenges posed by mobile device UI, which are exacerbated by network access
issues. However, with advances in mobile device software and hardware leading to
increased performance, effective UI designs have and are being proposed and
developed. As Choi [37] report such UI can be classified into hardware and vision
based, with vision-based UI receiving more focus due to not needing extra technical
equipment or physical sensors. Such extra equipment may be inconvenient and
relatively inaccurate [37], potentially leading to less well perceived UX due to the
need to interact with additional layers, increasing the complexity of the HCI.

3. Evolution

Skarbez et al. [8] have suggested or proposed a revised RV continumm as shown
in Figure 2, based on the idea that MR environments do not affect the interoceptive
senses, can be termed as “external” MR environments. It is only when technology
can also stimulate internal senses that virtual environments can be separate from
the MR continuum, This revised continuum introduces a discontinuity within VR
environments. That is, External Virtual Reality (EVR) environments, next to AV
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environments and the discontinuity before a ‘Matrix-like’ VR environment at the
extremity. This allows the continuum to take cognisance of VR environments that
focus on stimulations of the interoceptive senses, while external virtual reality
environments are remain MR environments. Note, in the revised RV continuum,
the EVR is equivalent to the "Virtual Environment" extremity in Figure 1 and is still
part of the MR environment.

Skarbez et al consider any form of technology-mediated reality as MR [8]. This is
comprehensible when mediated reality encompasses users’ interactions with the
world around them, through the use of technology as an extension of users’ minds
and bodies [38]. Such arguments expand on MR experiences as going beyond just
visual interactions [7]. This is implicit when Paradiso and Landay [38] define
extended reality (XR) as a MR environment that involves the union between sen-
sor/actuator networks and shared online virtual worlds. To take account of the
interaction between sensor networks and virtual worlds and how a user experiences
them, Skarbez et al have re-defined MR as an environment “in which real world and
virtual world objects and stimuli are presented together within a single percept,”
where different senses, not just sight, may be affected.

As van Dam [12] argues evolutions in UI need to match human perceptual,
cognitive, manipulative and social abilities. At the same time interactions need to be
as seamless and natural as possible, thereby increasing overall UX. What these
evolutionary advancements perhaps highlight, concomitant with advancements in
gaming and 3-D MR environments, is that an overall paradigm shift has, and is
occurring, from UI that can be viewed as purely functional and non-interactive,
such as line printers and earlier iterations of Visual Display Units (VDU) to
Graphics Processing Units (GPU) and onto more encompassing, immersive and
interactive UI, in which UX is of greater importance. In simple terms non-
interactive and more functional UI, that may not have such a high degree of UX,
involve using and displaying texts and images as labels, that provide contextual
information about objects, images etc., In contract interactive UI, where UX is more
of an important paradigm, include buttons, toggles, sliders and other components
that facilitate interactions with UI tools, such as icons on touch screens. Evolution-
ary UI inputs have been aimed at increasing productivity and efficiency through
increased interaction, starting with the mouse developed by Douglas Engelbart in
1964. The mouse allowed for greater computer screen interaction in 2-D worlds.
Since then, to input UI devices have evolved from the mouse, in line with advance-
ments in gaming and 3-D MR environments, in which improvements in UX are
paramount, to include game controllers, motion controllers, hand tracking devices
to the Litho controller in 2018 [39]. According to Hillman [39] the Litho controller
is an innovative solution that may be able to address shortcomings in hand input or
traditional controllers helping with hand fatigue and increasing haptic feedback.

The beginnings of HCI in the late 1950s and early 1960s involved “batch
processing” in which programs and data were read from cards or tape (paper or

Figure 2.
Revised RV contimuum.
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magnetic) until termination with a printed output, via line printers. VDUs super-
seded such operations, which were still restricted to scrolling commands and
responses one line at a time [40]. Research carried out by Ivan Sutherland in the
early 1960s led to the development of more powerful computing systems and
graphics, with developments in GPU, or graphics cards, as well as developments
and evolution in object-oriented programming concepts [41]. Object oriented pro-
gramming is the fundamental paradigm in the C# computer programming language
and focuses on data objects instead of functions and logic, as well as providing the
inspiration for the development of Object-Oriented User Experience (OOUX), that
classifies objects that users interact with first, before assigning actions to such
objects [41]. This seems particularly apposite for MR environments and UI. As
Hillman [41] argues OOUX allows for better interaction with spatial 3-D worlds.
GPU developments have facilitated accelerations in graphical rendering with many
pieces of data being processed simultaneously, leading to more powerful and faster
computers. Such evolutionary developments led to the creation of the Xerox Alto in
1973. Although too expensive for widespread use, the Alto supported the use of
GUI, as opposed to prototypes [42], as well as being the precursor for evolutionary
advancements in gaming and ultimately developments in 3-D immersive MR envi-
ronments. The emergence of GUI was seen as a disruptive revolution in HCI, being
more advantageous and attractive in the early iterations to new users. It was not
until 1985, with the release of the Apple Mac, that GUI started to be seen as being
successful, and even more importantly with the successful release of Windows 3.0
in 1990 were GUI more widely accepted by government agencies and businesses
who controlled research funding [40]. Also, during the late 1960s the first computer
aided design [CAD] systems were promulgated with the development of 2-D and 3-
D wireframe graphics, with all CAD systems now being based on a windows –menu
interface with 3-D models [43]. Wireframe graphics map models, images and
objects in 3-D, comprising vertices and edges [44] using triaxial [x,y,z] cartesian
coordinates, where the z coordinate represents the height. Wireframe graphics
allow for simplicity in presentation and flexibility in the use of colour [45]. Vertices
are a collection of the 3-D coordinates connected together into triangles which can
contain information such as colours, textures and directions [46], which are
displayed through rendering and shading. Evolutions and developments in render-
ing and shading have further enhanced graphics and GUI. Rendering is the process
of generating images and shaders are programmes that take meshes and textures
etc. as inputs to generate the outputted image [47]. Figure 3 illustrates how ren-
dering works in Unity.

4. Framework

Numerous frameworks have been proposed for designing and developing UI
taking into account UX. Indeed, with the advent of immersive 3-D MR environ-
ments and their concomitant UI, in which UX is an increasingly more important
concept, UX has in many cases subsumed UI as part of the design process and
framework. In this way a more holistic approach can be taken in which UI and UX
are combined into one paradigm, which for the sake of this paper can be termed
user experienced interface [UXI]. As Hassenzahl and Tractinsky [48] argue, overall
UX is influenced by end users’ internal states, including predispositions, expecta-
tions, needs, motivations and emotions; as well as the characteristics of the designed
interface, including complexity, purpose, usability and functionality, and; the con-
text within which the interaction occurs, be it the organisational or social setting
and meaningfulness of the activity.
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The design of the interface, or system, can be conflated with UI, whereas the
context in which the interaction occurs can be conflated with immersive experi-
ences in 3-D MR environments, whether that involves mobile devices or not, all
encompassed within the overarching UX paradigm. Going a step further Hassenzahl
[49] put forward a model for UX design in which users perceive interactions with
products in two dimensions: hedonism and pragmatism. The hedonic aspect refers
to the users’ interactive experiences and the ability of the system to support what
has been termed “be-goals, which correlate more to the enjoyability, and emotions
involved with interaction. In contrast the pragmatic aspect refers to the perceived
ability of users’ interactions with the system to support “do-goals,” which correlate
more to functionality and efficiency domains.

Hillman [39] argues in favour of the importance of frameworks for designing
and deploying UX, in regard to MR, or XR, environments and applications. Such
frameworks can be enhanced by incorporating integrated development environ-
ments [IDE] with built in presets that allow for faster prototyping and iterations.
One such appropriate IDE is the Unity 3-D game engine which provides opportuni-
ties for developing UX for MR environments. Unity is a software framework, that
provides a set of tools for “developers around the world to create rich, interactive,
2-D, 3-D, VR and AR experiences” (Unity public relations fact page, n.d.), negating
the need for the construction of virtual spaces from the ground up [50]. Examples
of preset built in core functionality includes the AR Foundation package which
provides presets and plugins to enable development of immersive AR applications,
to mobile devices [both Android and Apple], as well as web based and wearables.
This is especially true when having to deal with mobile device considerations, which
have been outlined in Section 2.3.

Other important considerations in UX design include the interaction between
user needs, whether that is private enterprise or public organisations, and business
goals along with the fundamentals, of end users wants and needs, ideation,
prototyping, testing and implementation, with iteration [39]. Figure 4 illustrates
this principle.

Figure 3.
The rendering workflow.
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By evaluating end users’ needs and wants the useability, usefulness and desir-
ability of the UX in MR can be determine. Hillman [39] classifies this as the trinity
of UX design and is illustrated in Figure 5.

To arrive at this trinity and design UX effectively and efficiently it would
therefore seem that collaboration with end users is another key facet of any frame-
work, much like the incorporation of an IDE, such as Unity. By doing this a modi-
fied UXI framework built on foundations outlined by Hillman’s UX design proces is
proposed. This is illustrated in Figure 6.

In this framework aimed at MR applications, UI and UX are merged into one
holistic paradigm: UXI. In the consultation phase a collaborative approach is needed
to ascertain end users’ needs and wants, be the desired goal an AR education app or
a VR app aimed at private enterprise, alongside usability, more specifically ease of
use. This leads to the ideation phase in which the development of MR application
will take place using the Unity IDE, with built in packages aimed at the develop-
ment of MR immersive environments. One such example is the AR Foundations
package, which contains monobehaviours for such things as planar surfaceÂ detec-
tion; point clouds; reference points: arbitrary positions and orientations that devices
track; light estimation: estimates for average colour temperature and brightness in

Figure 4.
The UX design process.

Figure 5.
The Trinity of UX.
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physical spaces, and world tracking: tracking the device’s position and orientation in
physical spaces [51]. Post development, deployment of the MR UXI will take place,
after which feedback will be a key factor leading to iteration and continual deploy-
ment, with or without changes.

5. Conclusions

The advances in computing and HCI have led to changes in how humans use and
interact with computers and other devices, through evolutionary developments in
UI and UX. Latterly mobile devices, such as tablets and especially smart phones
have become widespread in their proliferation and use. Such mobile devices now
have many of the capabilities of larger computers and laptops, albeit with limita-
tions, such as lack of memory, power and smaller screen sizes. Due to advance-
ments in mobile devices such evolutions in UI and UX have been even more
pronounced, leading to the blurring between UI and UX, which can no longer be
viewed as discrete and separate. UI have been subsumed into overall concepts of UX
and frameworks for development and deployment. This is even more pertinent
with the advent of MR 3-D immersive environments and how users interact with
them. This occurs in a variety of contexts, with interactions occurring more and
more on mobile devices. This paper discussed evolutions in UI and UX and how
they merged into UXI and proposed a framework for the development of MR UXI,
applicable to mobile devices, as well as other devices in general. The next steps are
to use this framework in the development of a MR environment UXI for mobile
devices and analyse the results.

Figure 6.
UXI framework.
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Chapter 4

A Proposal of Haptic Technology
to be Used in Medical Simulation
Pablo Sánchez-Sánchez, José Daniel Castro-Díaz,
Alejandro Gutiérrez-Giles and Javier Pliego-Jiménez

Abstract

For medical training aims, tele-operation systems have inspired virtual reality
systems. Since force sensors placed on the robotic arms provide interaction force
information that is transmitted to the human operator, such force produces a tactile
sensation that allows feeling some remote or virtual environment properties. How-
ever, in the last two decades, researchers have focused on visually simulating the
virtual environments present in a surgical environment. This implies that methods
that cannot reproduce some characteristics of virtual surfaces, such as the case of
penetrable objects, generate the force response. To solve this problem, we study a
virtual reality system with haptic feedback using a tele-operation approach. By
defining the operator-manipulated interface as the master robot and the virtual
environment as the slave robot, we have, by addressing the virtual environment as a
restricted motion problem, the force response. Therefore, we implement a control
algorithm, based on a tele-operation system, to feedback the corresponding force to
the operator. We achieve this through the design of a virtual environment using the
dynamic model of the robot in contact with holonomic and non-holonomic con-
straints. In addition, according to the medical training simulator, before contact,
there is always a free movement stage.

Keywords: Haptics, virtual reality system, bilateral teleoperation, holonomic
constraint, non-holonomic constraint, position-force control

1. Introduction

Teleoperation and virtual reality systems are intrinsically related since they
make a human operator interact with the environments without being in physical
contact with them. In the first one, these environments are real, while in the second
one, we generate them in a computer simulation. However, both types of systems
must make the operator perceive, as realistically as possible, the characteristics of
the remote or virtual environment. Some variables used to reproduce these
characteristics are position and force, which provide visual and haptic feedback,
respectively. The biggest difference between them is the procedure of generating
the information received by the operator. In the teleoperation case, both signals
exist physically and are transmitted via a control algorithm. The algorithm receives
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both signals from sensors. Both signals do not exist in virtual reality and we must
generate computationally them.

Stimulating the senses of sight and touch, as precisely as possible, is essential
during the interaction process, since they are the principal channels with which the
operator perceives the world around them. For teleoperation, in the visual case, the
communication comes directly from the environment or, if the operator is in a
remote place, using a camera and a computer screen. The virtual reality system
generates the environment through a digital simulation, and the operator receives
the visual information through a screen. We need additional devices since the tactile
issue is more complex. Those devices must be capable of transmitting the generated
forces in the environment. Such a process implies including haptic robots in the
systems because of their capability to generate forces and torques that the human
operator can perceive in a tactile way. We need for teleoperation systems two
physical robots, while in a virtual reality system we only need one robot and the
virtual environment as the other.

The medical area has actively seized on both teleoperation and virtual
reality systems. In the first case, a specialist can perform surgery procedures
over long distances, eliminating the need for the physical presence of either the
physicians or patients in the same location [1]. Practically, the specialist can
examine or operate on the patient at a different geographic location without having
to travel.

In Figure 1, we showed the emblematic Da Vinci Surgical Robotic System. Oper-
ating based on a master-slave control concept. The system provides the medical
expert with a realistic operating environment that includes a high-quality stereo
visualization and a human-machine interface that directly transfers the doctor’s
hand gestures to the instrument inside the patient [2].

In the second case, someone has widely used virtual reality systems for medical
training simulation. With the development of computer graphics, nowadays
practically any surgical procedure can be visually simulated. Minimally invasive
surgery has been the most beneficial area. It has implemented virtual environ-
ments in laparoscopy, neurosurgery, and urology, to name a few [3]. As an exam-
ple, in Figure 2 we showed the simulator of Transurethral Resection of the Prostate
TURP Mentor. Clinicians can improve their skills without endangering their
patients to avoid Live practice with humans by using this system. Tactile feedback
inclusion is an important factor in the improvement of such skills. It must syn-
chronize tactile feedback with both the virtual reality simulation and the operator’s
movements.

The challenge for researchers in graphic computing and control systems is to
design mathematical tools that fit with the object’s physical characteristics to be
simulated within the virtual environment. Regarding the visual feedback, the posi-
tion where such objects are located is essential for the operator to perceive his
movements in the Cartesian virtual space. About the force, reproducing rigidity and
softness takes special interest when the virtual environment includes penetrable
and nonpenetrable objects. Here, the complexity of the mathematical tools increases
because their physical laws are not always easy to simulate on a computer. For this
reason, it must establish an interchange between visual and haptic realism because
of the finite capacity of digital processing.

1.1 State-of-the-art

Teleoperation and virtual reality applications have developed in areas as differ-
ent as automotive and video games. However, an important application is for medical
surgery [4], where the operator on the master side needs to be sure of the force he
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feels. Such a force, generated in opposition to his movements, must be ideally the
same as that the robot applies over the patient at the slave side. It has widely used
virtual reality systems in minimally invasive surgical simulation, where the operator
should feel the same forces that it would feel in a real procedure, [5].

Goertz presented the first master-slave teleoperation system [6]. It was used to
handle toxic waste using two coupled manipulators. Subsequently, using electrical
signals, he included a rudimentary force generation device. Since then, we have
used this system in areas such as micro and nano-manipulation [7] underwater
exploration [8], and tele-surgery [9]. Haptic feedback takes special relevance in this
last area since it is crucial for the surgeon to receive an accurate force response.

Figure 1.
Da Vinci surgical robotic system.

Figure 2.
URP Mentor (simulator).
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The most effective way to do so is to have force sensors at both master and slave
sides, and a control algorithm that guarantees an accurate tracking between
the contact forces present in the remote environment and those sent to the
operator [10].

The idea of force feedback on virtual reality systems began with the
fundamental work of Sutherland [11]. He established that the interaction
between the human operator and the virtual environment should not only be
visual but also tactile. It was not until the 1990s that he adapted the Goertz
device to provide force feedback during virtual molecular coupling [12]. Since then,
the use of manipulators in virtual reality applications has spread to CAD/CAM
assembly [13], aerospace maintenance [14], and especially in medical training
through simulators [15] where, unlike systems of master-slave teleoperation,
neither the environments nor the contact forces exist. It must transmit the actual
forces to the operator with precision. The quality of this transmission depends on
the characteristics of the haptic interface and the corresponding force control
algorithm [3].

Articulated robots play a major role in medical training simulation systems with
force feedback since this kind of electromechanical device can measure spatial
position and generate torques. There has been a large effort to design robot haptic
interfaces such as the widely used Phantom serial robot [16], the Delta Haptic
parallel robot [17], and the combination of passive elements such as brakes and
springs with motors [18]. Such robots are examples of impedance types devices, i.e.
they read position and control force in response. There are another robots that read
forces and control motion, called admittance type devices. The difference between
using one or another type relies on the characteristics of the virtual environment
(e.g., stiffness, inertia, damping, friction).

Along with haptic interfaces, there has been an intense development of graphical
simulation tools capable of reproducing a wide range of virtual environments. The
principal aim is for the operator to perceive, as realistic as possible, objects with a
high quality of detail. The applications developed include microscopic exploration
[19], aviation [20], and clinical neuropsychology [21], among many others. With
medical training simulation, a correct synergy between visual and tactile feedback is
essential to heighten the skills of medicine students. However, to increase immer-
sion and consequently the realism of the virtual reality displays, it is necessary to
model environments that combine haptic and graphics to the same complexity [22].
This is not always possible since it limited the computational processing and it
cannot execute the applications in real-time.

Salisbury et al. [23] presented the basic architecture for a virtual reality applica-
tion with visual and haptic feedback. They established that the force rendering
algorithms must be geometry-dependent. This is a disadvantage in medical training
simulation since the virtual objects to be reproduced include bones and organs with
irregularities or indentations. There are cases in which the interaction occurs not
only on the surfaces of the object, but we must also calculate the penetration forces,
as we do in surgery simulators. The alternative is to design algorithms based on
physical laws that involve the dynamic and movement of the objects when the
operator interacts with them [24]. The perfect scenario would be to render forces
by combining physical approaches with the most sophisticated haptic interfaces.
However, as mentioned before, doing that is computationally more expensive, not
to mention the high costs it would entail.

The more realistic the force transmitted to the operator, the higher the quality of
the method used. The factors mentioned above cause a series of compensations
between haptic and visual realism, real-time execution, and system costs. Such
offsets allowed for establishing two principal methods for rendering forces from
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virtual environments [25]. The first one is the penalty method, which is widely used
for its simplicity since it required a penetration measure starting at the contact point
with the virtual object. The second approach is the imposed motion method, where it
is considering the contact as a bilateral constraint and it is calculating the contact
force response using Lagrange multipliers. Computer graphics and haptic applica-
tions use both methods. Ruspini et al. established the differences between using
both methods [22].

It is to assume, according to the penalty method, virtual objects are formed
geometrically or algebraically by defined primitives such as lines, planes, spheres,
and cylinders [26]. Therefore, the force rendering depends on an implicit equation
and a contact point given by a collision detection algorithm. In 1991, Sclaroff and
Pentland proposed a generalization using the implicit function representation
method to allow collision detection for common 3D shapes [27]. The method is to
replace the polygon and spline with their previous versions. By using this technique,
it is possible to use local gradients in the normal direction of the virtual surface [28].
In this sense, the concept of impedance takes special relevance since it addressed
the force rendering problem as an energy exchange phenomenon, allowing to study
of the stability of the haptic system [29].

Using the imposed motion method implies considering the contacts with the
virtual object as bilateral constraints [25]. Therefore, haptic systems are a master-
slave schemewhere the rigid object, the virtual representation of the haptic interface,
is the master. This entails employing Lagrange multipliers to compute the magnitude
of the contact force. In 1994, Bayo and Avello designed an algorithm by considering
the dynamics of a multi-body system as a constraint [30]. The advantage of this
approach is that the force response can not only be in terms of a single contact
point, but it can also be in terms of the dynamic characteristics of the surfaces [31].
However, the hardware requirement for haptic rendering in 3D is for the haptic
interface to have at least 3 degrees of freedom.

The methods mentioned above have been the cornerstone for virtual forces
generation both in graphic computing and haptic systems. One of the principal
requirements in such areas is that the systems be capable of reproducing the forces
that would be present during contact with rigid and soft objects. This is especially
important in the development of simulators used in medical training, where the
tactile sensations caused by contact between a virtual tool and bones or organs must
reproduce [32]. Depending on the goals of the design, we must make a compromise
between haptic and visual realism.

2. Preliminaries

In order to implement a virtual reality application, it is important to combine
and match both visual and haptic feedback in real-time. Next, we introduce the
fundamentals of virtual surface representation, which allow us to show how works
the force rendering method, proposed in [33]. The mathematical nature of
holonomic and non-holonomic constraints is presented by introducing some basic
concepts of differential topology and the mathematical model of the haptic system.
For this, a teloperation scheme is adapted considering the slave robot as virtual. It
simulated its dynamic model within the virtual environment. Said robot is in
contact with holonomic or non-holonomic virtual constraints, whose mathematical
representation is also presented. The process for rendering the forces to be trans-
mitted to the operator is detailed below, as well as some observations on the validity
of the approach, especially regarding the differences when using both types of
constraints.
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2.1 Virtual surfaces representation

It is important to distinguish between the different representations of virtual
surfaces, both from the point of view of computer graphics and from the point of
view of haptic systems. Because the physics of light (with visual representation)
differs from the physics of mechanical interactions. It is important to consider that
although the graphical and haptic simulation can share the coding of certain prop-
erties, such as the shape, they must differ in other aspects, such as models, mathe-
matical techniques, and implementation [32]. It is important to note that haptic
rendering in practice avoids the many complex renderings developed by the
graphics computing community over the years. However, in this section, the basics
of such representations are given to introduce the fundamentals of the proposed
haptic representation method, which central idea is to relate holonomic and non-
holonomic constraints, which mathematically have a kinematic basis, with the rigid
and soft tissues of the body. Surface dynamic complexity is avoided, and instead,
from a purely haptic approach, it is classified as nonpenetrable and penetrable. By
using the approach of a manipulator in constrained motion, it includes the dynamic
of the virtual robot to exemplify that it is possible to model the virtual tool, in a
more complex way than that of a single point probe used commonly in computer
graphics [34].

2.1.1 Nonpenetrable virtual surfaces

In order to represent forces coming from rigid surfaces, it suffices to define
algebraically an implicit equation in joint coordinates (task space), or at least two of
its geometric characteristics such as normal and tangential vectors, or distance and
angle relationships between points, lines, and planes [35]. This simplifies the
graphical and haptic implementation since it is possible to define the surface as the
zero set of a function f valued at  as S f ¼ x∈3 j f xð Þ ¼ 0

� �
[36]. Based on this

approach, lines, points, and mainly zero-width polygons, assembled by vertices,
form rigid virtual environments, [31]. For example, in Figure 3, a human skull
using a triangle mesh with Phys X® by NVIDIA graphics engine is modeled.

In this case, a PxGeometry Class by NVIDIA, part of a geometry class, from the
common base class, is used. Each geometry class defines a volume or surface with a
fixed position and orientation. We can implement it in many geometry types, as
simple as spheres, capsules, boxes and planes, and others more complex as convex
meshes, triangle meshes, and height fields [37]. Besides, the methods to build a
complex object as a human skull and its properties include triangle mesh collision

Figure 3.
Convex decomposition by Phys X®. (a) Triangle mesh collision. (b) Convex decomposition.
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and convex decomposition, Figure 3. The haptic interaction for virtual objects
formed by such geometries and methods comes from a normal vector over the
geometry, as we can see in Figure 4, where the haptic interaction with a sphere
occurs using a collision detection algorithm of a single point.

2.1.2 Penetrable virtual surfaces

The case of deformable surfaces is more complex since, from a biomedical
approach, a physically realistic simulation must consider all the nonlinearities of
material deformation (e.g. stress, strain, elasticity, and viscoelasticity). One strat-
egy is to combine a finite element discretization of the geometry together with a
finite difference discretization of time and an updated Lagrangian iterative scheme
[38]. Another very used representations of deformable surfaces in computer
graphics are the particle-based model. Their location, speed, acceleration, mass,
and any other parameter needed for an application describe particles and they
develop according to Newtonian mechanical laws [36]. For example, in Figure 5,
we model a deformable tissue using the graphic engine FLEX® by NVIDIA
where, from a polygon-based mesh, a particle system is got through a Delaunay
triangulation.

Using particle-based models allows to visually reproduce more complex processes
such as cutting and slitting, processes very common in medical training. However,
no matter how complicated the underlying model is, the force response because of
deformation is a function of deflection only, that is, we define deformation as the
displacement of the initial contact point between an instrument and a body.
Deformable, even if it is a very large deformation, [32]. This characteristic allows us
to study the contact from a kinematic perspective, it moved once the manner tool
inside the soft object.

More sophisticated graphic tools such as SOFA (Simulation Open Framework
Architecture) address the description of the object, typically by using three models:
an internal model with independent degrees of freedom, the mass, and the consti-
tutive laws, a collision model with contact geometry, and a visual model with
detailed geometry and rendering parameters [39]. During runtime, it synchronizes
the models using a generic mechanism called mapping, which is used to propagate
forces and displacements and to enforce coherence between them. Normally, the
internal model acts as the master system, imposing its displacements on the slave
systems (the visual and collision model).

Let f be the function used to map the positions xm of a master model to the
position xs of a slave model

xs ¼ f xmð Þ: (1)

Figure 4.
Haptic interaction with a sphere. (a) Applied external forces. (b) Collision detection. (c) Collision response.
(a) Original mesh. (b) Delaunay triangulation. (c) Mass-spring like system.
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We map the velocities similarly to

_xs ¼ J xmð Þ _xm (2)

where the Jacobian matrix J xmð Þ encodes the linear relationship between the
velocities of the master and slave systems. In linear assignments, the operators f and
J xmð Þ are the same, otherwise f is not linear regarding xm, and we cannot write it as
a matrix.

Given forces λs applied to a slave model, the mapping computes the equivalent
forces λm applied to its master. Since equivalent forces must have the same energy,
[39], the following relation holds

_xT
mλm ¼ _xT

s λs: (3)

The kinematic relation (2) allows to rewrite the Eq. (3) as

_xT
mλm ¼ JT xmð Þ _xT

mλs: (4)

Since Eq. (4) holds for all velocities _xm, the principle of virtual work allows us to
simplify it to get

λm ¼ JT xmð Þλs: (5)

The kinematic mappings (1), (2), and (5) allow to compute displacements and to
apply forces. They are also used to connect generalized coordinates, such as joint
angles, to task space geometries.

2.2 Geometry of a constrained sub-manifold

From a robot control approach, we can consider a tool in contact with an object as
a robot in constrained motion. The constraints of this system will be well defined if
we associate them with physically realizable forces. This occurs, for example, with
an industrial robot in contact with a proper surface (a real one) like a car bonnet in a
painting or welding task. But with virtual environments, where surfaces do not exist,
there are no physical constraint forces associated to them. Thus, the constraints are
not well defined, and they are called virtual constraints, [40]. It mathematically
addressed the nonpenetrable and penetrable virtual surfaces as virtual constraints. In
this sense, it is important to introduce the geometric properties of such constraints in
order to define them as either holonomic or non-holonomic.

Let Q be the n-dimensional smooth manifold configuration space of an
unconstrained manipulator and q∈n its local generalized coordinates. The tangent
space to Q at q, denoted τqQ comprises all generalized velocity vectors _q∈n of the
system.

Figure 5.
Particle model by FLEX (soft tissue). (a) Original mesh. (b) Delaunay triangulation. (c) Mass-spring like system.
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Definition 2.1. A geometric constraint on Q is a relation of the form

hi q
� � ¼ 0 i ¼ 1, … , k< n, (6)

where hi : Q !  limits the admissible motions of the system to a
n� kð Þ-dimensional smooth sub-manifold of Q ■.

Constraints that involve not only the generalized coordinates but also their first
derivatives in the form

ai q, _q
� � ¼ 0 i ¼ 1, … , k< n, (7)

with ai q, _q
� �

∈ τqQ, are called kinematic constraints. These limit the allowable
movements of the manipulator to a n� kð Þ-dimensional smooth sub-manifold of
Q by restricting the set of generalized velocities that can be achieved in a configu-
ration.

Definition 2.2. A Pfaffian constraint on Q is a set of k kinematic constraints,
which are linear in velocity in the following form

aTi q, _q
� � ¼ 0 i ¼ 1, … , k< n, (8)

where ai q, _q
� �

: Q ! Rn is assumed to be smooth and linearly independent. ■
A kinematic constraint can be integrable, there are k real-valued functions hi q

� �
such that

∂

∂q
hi q
� �� � ¼ aTi q

� �
i ¼ 1, … , k< n: (9)

Here, the kinematic constraints are, in fact, geometric constraints. Pfaffian
constraints set of ai q

� �
is known as holonomic if it is integrable, the system has a

geometric limitation. For example, by considering a set of holonomic constraints
characterized by

φi q
� � ¼ 0 i ¼ 1, … , k< n: (10)

From Eq. (9), we get

∂

∂q
φi q
� �� � ¼ JTφ q

� �
(11)

where Jφ q
� �

∈k�n is the Jacobian of the holonomic constraint. Therefore,
holonomic constraints are characterized by equivalent equations in terms of position
variables, we can get the position equations by integrating them, if velocity equa-
tions initially described the constraints, [41].

Property 2.1. Given n generalized coordinates q in a sub-manifold Q and k
holonomic constraints, the space tangent to Q in a configuration can be described
by adequately defining n� kð Þ new generalized coordinates of the restricted sub-
manifold that characterize the real degrees of freedom of the system [42]. ■

The set of Pfaffian constraints ai q
� �

is called non-holonomic if it is nonintegrable, the
system has a kinematic limitation. Assuming again that the vectors ai : Q ! n are
smooth and linearly independent, the non-holonomic constraints can be expressed as

A q
� �

_q ¼ 0 (12)
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where A q
� �

∈k�n is the Pfaffian matrix of non-holonomic constraints and
which image space produces forces to ensure that the system does not move in those
directions. The presence of these constraints limits the system mobility completely
differently if compared to holonomic ones, even if its generalized velocities at each
point are constrained to a n� kð Þ dimensional sub-manifold space, it is still possible
to reach any configuration in Q .

Property 2.2. Given n generalized coordinates q in a sub-manifold Q and k non-
holonomic constraints, the space tangent to Q in a configuration has n� kð Þ degrees
of freedom but the number of generalized coordinates cannot be reduced, [43]. ■

Remark 2.1. We assume that velocity-level gives non-holonomic constraints
Eq. (12), and position-level Eq. (10) describes holonomic constraints. In practical
problems, it may describe both types of constraints as velocity-level equations. ■

2.2.1 Integrability of the constraints

A vector field g : n ! τqn is a smooth mapping assigning to each point q∈n

a tangent vector g q
� �

∈ τqn. In local coordinates, we can represent q as a column
vector whose elements depend on q as

g q
� � ¼

g1 q
� �

⋮
gn q
� �

2
64

3
75, (13)

where g is smooth if each gi q
� �

is smooth.
Given g1 and g2, we define the Lie bracket of these vectors fields as

g1, g2
� � ¼ ∂

∂q
g2
� �

g1 �
∂

∂q
g1
� �

g2 (14)

where g1, g2
� �

is a new vector field.
A distribution assigns a subspace of the tangent space to each point in n

smoothly. A special case is a distribution defined by a set of smooth vector fields,
g1, … , gm. Here, we can define distribution as

Δ ¼ span g1, … , gm
� �

, (15)

where the span over the set of smooth real-valued functions on n is taken.
Evaluated at any point q∈n, the distribution defines a linear subspace of the
tangent space

Δq ¼ span g1 q
� �

, … , gm q
� �� �

⊂ τqn: (16)

A distribution is involutive if it is closed under the Lie bracket, i.e.,

gi, g j

h i
∈Δ, ∀gi, g j ∈Δ: (17)

We said distribution Δ of dimension k to be integrable if, for every point q∈n,
there are a set of smooth functions hi : n !  for i ¼ 1, … , n� k such that the row
vectors ∂

∂q hið Þ are linearly independent at q and for every g∈Δ.

∂

∂q
hið Þg q

� � ¼ 0 i ¼ 1, … , n� k: (18)
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The hypersurfaces defined by the level sets h1 q
� � ¼ c1, … , hn�k q

� � ¼ cn�k
� �

are
called integral manifolds for the distribution Δ. Eq. (18) shows that Δ coincides with
the tangent space to its integral manifold at q. We relate integral manifolds to
involutive distributions by the following so-called Frobenious theorem, [43].

Theorem 2.1. A distribution is integrable if and only if it is involutive. ■
This theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the complete inte-

grability of a distribution. Thus, if Δ is a k-dimensional involutive distribution, then
locally there are n� k functions hi : n !  such the level surfaces h ¼
h1, … , hn�kð Þ give that integral manifolds of Δ. The result mentioned above gives
conditions for the integrability of a set of kinematic constraints in the following
proposition.

Proposition 2.1. [44] The set of k Pfaffian constraints, described in (8), is
holonomic if and only if Δ its an involutive distribution. ■

So it is possible to establish when a Pfaffian constraint is non-holonomic by
checking if its distribution is not involutive.

2.3 Haptic system overview

A common practice in the computer graphics community is to associate the
position and orientation of virtual tools directly with that of the haptic interface.
However, this assumption is because some real tools have negligible dynamics, such
as a scalpel. From a teleoperation approach, we assumed that even the simplest tool
has some dynamic properties to consider in the virtual environment. This section
presents a description of this proposal, both mathematical and intuitive.

In order to describe the operation of the haptic system, two independent sets of
task space coordinates are considered as shown in Figure 6.

The operator manipulates the haptic interface, i.e., the master robot in the real
environment and we denote whose Cartesian coordinates as xm ∈ SE 3ð Þ, where

Figure 6.
Haptic system.
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pm ∈R3 is the end-effector position and Rm ∈ SO 3ð Þ its orientation. The virtual
tool must respond to the movements of such interface in the virtual environment
with Cartesian coordinates xv ∈ SE 3ð Þ, where pv ∈3 is the virtual tool position
and Rv ∈ SO 3ð Þ its orientation. In a teleoperation context, the position of the
master robot acts as a reference for the virtual tool and it is visually projected on the
screen through the virtual avatar of the system. The operator moves the virtual
tool freely until the collision detection algorithm shows that contact with the
virtual surface is taking place. Until now, the master robot exerts a force that is
measured by a force sensor that serves as a reference for the virtual robot and must
apply to that surface. By closing the feedback loop, the control algorithm produces a
tactile sensation for the operator. Ideally, both visual and haptic feedback must
coincide, allowing the operator to have a visual reference to the virtual tool and the
feeling of the dynamic changes of its contact with the virtual surface.

In a similar approach, Faurlin et al. clarify in [44] that the virtual
environment can be represented by a set of generalized coordinates qv ∈3,
which are related to the task-space coordinates of the master robot by a nonlinear
kinematic equation

xm ¼ f qv
� �

(19)

which is a mapping between the real and virtual environment, similar to that of
Eq. (1) but where the former acts as a master model.

The set of coordinates qv allows the dynamic model of the virtual tool to be
described in terms of Euler-Lagrange equations of motion. A set of holonomic or
non-holonomic constraints that represent the virtual surface can be embedded into
the kinematic mapping (19), relating independent master robot task-space
coordinates and dependent virtual robot task-space coordinates. The virtual tool
moves according to the physic simulation propagated in the virtual environment
coordinates and always satisfies such constraints.

2.3.1 Dynamic model and properties

Consider a real master (m) and a virtual slave (v) robot system composed of two
manipulators, each of them with n degrees of freedom but not necessarily with the
same kinematic configuration. Each robot spans a k-dimensional task space and,
based on master/virtual devices, can be scaled to meet the desired virtual applica-
tion. The master dynamics is given by

Hm qm
� �

€qm þ Cm qm, _qm
� �

_qm þDm _qm þ gm qm
� � ¼ τm � τh (20)

while the virtual slave dynamics is modeled by

Hv qv
� �

€qv þCv qv, _qv
� �

_qv þDv _qv þ gv qv
� � ¼ τv þ τs (21)

where the subscripts m and v denote the real master and the virtual slave
manipulators, respectively. For i ¼ m, v, qi ∈n is the vector of generalized coordi-
nates, Hi qi

� �
∈n�n is the inertia matrix, Ci qi, _qi

� �
_qi ∈n�n is the vector of Coriolis

and centripetal forces, Di _qi ∈n�n is a diagonal matrix of viscous friction coeffi-
cients, gi qi

� �
∈n is the vector of gravitational torques, τi ∈n is the vector of

generalized inputs, τh ∈n is the real torque applied by the human operator on the
master side and τs ∈n is the virtual torque generated because of the contact with
the virtual constraint [45].
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Property 2.3. With a proper definition of the robot parameters, it is possible to
express the robot dynamics as

Hi qi
� �

€qi þCi qi, _qi
� �

_qi þDi _qi þ gi qi
� � ¼ Yi qi, _qi, €qi

� �
θi (22)

where Yi qi, _qi, €qi
� �

∈ni�l is the regressor and θi ∈l is a constant vector of
parameters. ■

Assumption 2.1. The master and the virtual slave robots share the same geo-
metric structure, but they do not necessarily have the same parameters of the
dynamic model, that is, the matrices and vectors of the models described in (20)
and (21) do not have to be the same. ■

External torques are acting in both robots, either the real torque τh applied by
the human on the master side or the virtual torque τs generated because of the
contact between the virtual robot and the virtual surface. We can define the torque
applied by the human operator as

τh ¼ JTm qm
� �

Fh (23)

where Fh ∈3 is the force applied by the operator in the task-space coordinates
and JTm qm

� �
∈3�n the geometric Jacobian of the master manipulator. In the same

way, the torque applied on the virtual surface can be expressed as

τs ¼ JTv qv
� �

Fs (24)

where Fv ∈3 is the force applied on such surface in task-space coordinates.

2.3.2 Virtual holonomic constraints

Whit of holonomic constraints we assume that, in virtual task space coordinates,
the virtual robot is subject to k virtual holonomic constraints characterized by

φv xvð Þ ¼ 0 (25)

where a suitable normalization is done for the gradient of this constraint,

Jφxv xvð Þ ¼ ∇φv xvð Þ∈k�n, (26)

to be unitary.
The representation of constraint (25) in generalized virtual coordinates is

φv qv
� � ¼ 0 (27)

where qv ∈n is the vector of the virtual robot end-effector joint coordinates.
The gradient of the constraint (27) is

Jφv qv
� � ¼ ∇φv qv

� �
∈k�n: (28)

These two gradients are related by

Jφxv qv
� � ¼ Jφxv xvð ÞJv qv

� �
(29)

where Jv qv
� �

∈k is the geometric Jacobian of the virtual manipulator. Hence,
the torque because of the contact with the virtual surface in (1) can be defined as
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τs ¼ Jφv qv
� �

λv (30)

where λv ∈k is a vector of Lagrange multipliers that represents the virtual force
applied over the surface. Then, it is possible to rewrite the whole Eq. (21) as

Hv qv
� �

€qv þ Cv qv, _qv
� �

_qv þDv _qv þ gv qv
� � ¼ τv þ JTφv qv

� �
λv: (31)

According to Property 2.1, the virtual holonomic constraints (2.26) reduce the
number of degrees of freedom of the virtual robot and the dimension of its config-
uration space to a n� k–dimensional sub-manifold, [43].

2.3.3 Virtual non-holonomic constraints

With non-holonomic constraints, something well known is that we cannot
express them as a function of only the generalized coordinates as in (25) or (27).
Instead, they are commonly expressed as Pfaffian constraints. In the present case,
these constraints are written more intuitively in terms of the virtual end-effector

velocities vv ¼ _pv ωv
� �T as

Av xvð Þvv ¼ 0, (32)

where _pv ∈3 and ωv ∈3 are the linear and angular velocities of the virtual
end-effector, respectively, and Av xvð Þ∈k�n is the corresponding Pfaffian con-
straint matrix. If the dynamic equations are defined in the virtual joint-space coor-
dinates qv, these constraints are projected via Faurling et al. [44].

Av qv
� � ¼ Av xvð ÞJv qv

� �
(33)

Assuming that the virtual robot is subject to k velocity-level equations of non-
holonomic constraints characterized by

Av qv
� �

_qv ¼ 0 (34)

the torque because of the contact with the virtual environment in (21) can be
expressed as

τs ¼ AT
v qv
� �

λv (35)

where λv ∈k is the vector of Lagrange multipliers which determines the mag-
nitude of the constraint forces over the virtual surface. Then, it is possible to rewrite
Eq. (21) as

Hv qv
� �

€qv þCv qv, _qv
� �

_qv þDv _qv þ gv qv
� � ¼ τv þAT

v qv
� �

λv: (36)

The non-holonomic constraints reduce the number of virtual robot available
degrees of freedom to an n� kð Þ-dimensional sub-manifold, but they do not reduce
the dimension of its configuration space [43, 46].

3. System implementation

In this section, the theoretical and practical aspects of implementing a virtual
reality system with virtual restrictions are presented. The principal aspect
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concerned is the design of a controller capable to perform accurate haptic feedback
that makes to feel the operator to be in contact with either a penetrable or
nonpenetrable virtual surface. The method for visually reproducing the virtual tool
in contact with the virtual objects is presented. It is important to note that this
method avoids the complexity of the virtual environments currently implemented
in the simulators used in medical training. However, the basic aspects addressed to
show that the virtual constraints approach can be used practically, and eventually
adapted to sophisticated graphic computing tools.

3.1 Virtual environment design

As mentioned in Section 2, the important aspect to get realistic haptic feedback
from a surface embedded into a virtual environment comprises defining its geome-
try. In Figure 7, we show an idealized representation of a virtual point probe in
contact with either an nonpenetrable or penetrable virtual surface.

In the first case, we assume that the contact arises at a single point over the
surface from where the virtual probe cannot move forward, i.e., its velocity is equal
to zero. Therefore, a normal force vector, which magnitude increases depending on
the force applied by the operator, avoids motion. In robot control, if we are sup-
posed to connect the probe to the end effector of a manipulator, according to
Property 2.1, the number of degrees of freedom of the system in contact with the
surface is reduced. Intuitively, that means that the virtual probe cannot move
forward from where the contact arises, which can be at any point on the surface
[47]. Actually, if the virtual object is built up by using a polygonal method, there
will be a set of surfaces φ0,φ1, … ,φnð Þ joined by vertices as shown in Figure 7.

The best way to find the place of the contact point (which belongs to a set of
points defining each surface) is by establishing an implicit equation φv xvð Þ
containing such a point. The set of points defining the virtual surface are

φv xvð Þ ¼ 0, (37)

which coincides with the holonomic constraint of Eq. (25) in Cartesian coordi-
nates or Eq. (27) in generalized coordinates. From those expressions, it can establish
a collision detection algorithm by defining the following conditions:

• If φv xvð Þ>0, the virtual probe is in free motion, i.e., it is not in contact with
the virtual surface.

Figure 7.
(⋯) Penetrable and (__) nonpenetrable surfaces.
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• If φv xvð Þ ¼ 0 the virtual probe is in contact with the virtual surface and it stays
over the surface only, staying in constrained motion.

• If φv xvð Þ<0 virtual probe is in restricted movement, but we violate restriction
i.e., it is inside of the virtual surface.

For the virtual reality system, it is important to remember that the vector xv
represents the virtual robot’s end-effector position. The virtual probe would share
such a position. By extending the approach proposed, the virtual robot acts in fact as
the virtual tool and it projected its position to the operator by the avatar of the
system. In the second case, for an nonpenetrable constraint, even when the contact
starts at a single point, the properties of the surface allow the virtual probe to stay in
motion, as we can see in Figure 7. Intuitively, the process is more complex since, at
a certain moment, the virtual probe must stop. In a medical context, that means the
deformable tissue has a limited resistance that depends on its elastic properties.
Since the aim is to get a reaction force that depends on the motion of the virtual
probe once inside the deformable object, it is necessary to describe such motion
properly. Unlike the non-deformable surfaces, the force does not arise normally to
the surface at a single point, but lateral forces occur when the operator tries to move
the virtual probe in such directions. Ideally, this would be true for any method to
represent soft tissues, including finite element meshes and particle-based models.
Figure 8 shows the virtual tool motion inside a virtual object.

For easy visualization, it showed the motion in 2D but during the simulation, we
must reproduce it in 3D with the aim of increase the realism of the application by
improving the operator’s dexterity. The contact begins in stage A where the virtual
tool penetrates the object by following a straight trajectory, represented by a blue
arrow, to reach the position in stage B. It can follow other trajectories, represented
by dashed red lines, to reach the position of stage D or stage C. However, because
of the surrounding tissue, the tool cannot move laterally because of the reaction forces
(represented by the red arrows) preventing it along the trajectories. In contrast to
what happens in the holonomic case, the virtual tool may stay in motion, i.e., its
velocity differs from zero until the operator stops voluntarily. The process
described above is like the motion of a wheeled car in 2D, which is perfectly
described by non-holonomic constraints. In fact, if we add a third dimension,

Figure 8.
Motion in 2D of the virtual tool inside a virtual object.
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Property 2.2 remains forever and the virtual tool can reach any point on the virtual
object.

The trajectories of the virtual tool shown in Figure 8 are common in noninvasive
surgical procedures. For example, in the simulator of Transurethral Resection of the
Prostate (TURP Mentor) of Figure 2, the medical trainee performs a straight trajec-
tory that, in the first place, simulates the insertion of the resectoscope into the
patient’s penis. Once within the virtual prostate, the resectoscope needs to be
moved to remove, through an incandescent resection loop, the benign tissue that
obstructs the flow of urine to the urethra. These movements follow a similar route
to the one represented with red dotted lines in Figure 8. These movements use a
pivot where the tool changes its direction.

The contribution of this approach is, in contrast to common single point haptic
feedback methods, that we produce forces that prevent lateral movement of the
virtual tool. However, the major disadvantage is that the environment’s elastic
properties are not considered. As a result, the reaction of the force that limits the
movement of the operator, depending on such properties, is not reproduced and
can move the virtual tool interchangeably within the virtual object, which does not
happen in real life. For example, in human organs, elastic properties and parameters
such as Young’s modulus or Poisson’s ratio establish limits of movement for the tool
that, when exceeded, the tissue is damaged.

3.1.1 Virtual environment design

In Figure 9, we show a scheme in 2D of the contact between a virtual tool and a
virtual surface to illustrate the use of the model given by Eq. (21).

We attach the tool to the virtual robot’s last DOF, acting as its end-effector. It is
important to note that the manipulator dynamic model is used to reproduce a classic
bilateral teleoperation system and assuming that, since it is simulated digitally, it
can be exchanged by a simpler or more complex model, including those of medical
instruments such as forceps endoscopes, gripers, and retractors. This assumption
leads to the proposition that, if we use the model of a surgical tool during the
simulation, the realism of the contact with the surface would increase. The principal
difference between defining a holonomic and a non-holonomic constraint is a need
for an expression of φv xvð Þ. Based on Section 2.1.1, from an implicit representation
approach, we build rigid virtual objects from 3D basic geometric primitives as
cones, pyramids, planes, cubes, and spheres, [22]. Ultimately, the base of a highly
complex virtual environment composed of rigid objects is a set of basic geometric
shapes that we can represent through mathematical expressions. Therefore, it is

Figure 9.
Virtual robot in interaction with a penetrable surface.
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enough to define a zero set of functions as in (25) that are individually expressed as
φv xvð Þ and a collision detection algorithm based on the inequalities stated above.
For non-holonomic constraints and considering again the virtual robot of Figure 9,
let 0pv ∈3 be the Cartesian position of the virtual robot end–effector and
0Rv ∈ SO3 a rotation matrix that describes its orientation. Dividing this rotation
matrix into three column vectors as

0Rv ¼ 0xnv
0ynv

0znv,
� �

(38)

for which each column represents a vector of the end-effector coordinate frame,
described in the base frame. This allows defining Pfaffian constraints like (29) in an
intuitive form, i.e.,

Av
0xnv, 0ynv,

0znv
� �

vv ¼ 0: (39)

We claim that a set of non-holonomic constraints can be defined if the manipu-
lator degrees of freedom are greater than those necessary to control the end-effector
position, i.e., n> 2 for planar robots and n> 3 for robots in a three-dimensional
workspace. The end-effector velocities of the virtual robot can be described by

vv ¼
0 _pv

0ωn

2
64

3
75 (40)

where ωn is the angular velocity over an axis normal to the robot plane, and 0 _pv
is the linear velocity defined as

_pv ¼
0 _pvx

0pvy

2
64

3
75 (41)

If the robot may not move in the 0ynv direction, the corresponding Pfaffian
constraint is given by

0yTnv 0
� �

vv ¼ � sin qv1 þ qv2 þ qv3
� �

cos qv1 þ qv2 þ qv3
� �

0
� �

0 _pvx
0 _pvy
0 _ωn

2
64

3
75:

(42)

By choosing the distribution

Δ ¼ g1, g2
� �

(43)

where

g1 ¼
cos qv1 þ qv2 þ qv3

� �

sin qv1 þ qv2 þ qv3
� �

0

2
64

3
75 (44)

g2 ¼
0

0

1

2
64

3
75 (45)
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as a basis for the null-space of the Pfaffian matrix, the equivalent control
system

_qv ¼ g1u1 þ g2u2 (46)

can be constructed, representing the directions of allowed motion, [42].
It is easy to verify that the Lie bracket is

g1 g2
� � ¼

� sin qv1 þ qv2 þ qv3
� �

cos qv1 þ qv2 þ qv3
� �

0

2
64

3
75, (47)

which shows the non-involutivity of the distribution and thus establishes the
non-holonomic nature of the constraints according to Proposition 2.1.

Notice also that if the degrees of freedom were 2, the null-space would be of
dimension 1, which is necessarily involutive, and the constraints would be
holonomic.

3.2 Position-force controllers design

A correct haptic rendering largely depends on the force control algorithm. In
classic haptic systems, the common solution is to define indirect impedance or
compliance control schemes. In contrast, in this section, we present two hybrid
control algorithms for haptic interaction with virtual constrained systems. As men-
tioned in Section 2, the usual practice is to associate the position of the haptic
interface directly with that of the virtual avatar. Therefore, a position control
scheme is unnecessary, as the operator’s movements are reflected in the graphical
application accurately. However, in the proposed approach, the task space coordi-
nates of the virtual environment depend on the correct tracking between the posi-
tion of the haptic robot and that of the virtual one, i.e., the control algorithm
generates the virtual environment itself. This is due to including the virtual robot
dynamics and the fact that the operator should feel the virtual tool because of the
masking effect. In order to address this, we explored a control scheme used in
teleoperation to achieve both position and force tracking. Next, we show a block
diagram of this scheme in Figure 10.

Figure 10.
Block diagram of the proposed scheme.
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Considering once again i, j ¼ m, v where i 6¼ j. We define

qdi tð Þ≜q j tð Þ (48)

as the desired position trajectories, and

_qdi tð Þ≜ _q j tð Þ (49)

as the desired velocity trajectories, i.e., if i ¼ m, then j ¼ v and vice versa.
We define the corresponding tracking error as

Δqi≜qi � qdi: (50)

Based on [48], we proposed

si ¼ _qi � _qdi þ ΛxiΔqi: (51)

and

_σi ¼ Kβisi þ sign sið Þ, (52)

where Kβi ∈n�n is a positive definite diagonal matrix and

sign sið Þ ¼
sign si1ð Þ

⋮
sign sinð Þ

2
64

3
75 (53)

with sij element of si for j ¼ 1, … , n.
Now, by considering the velocity reference as

_qri ¼ _qri þ ΛxiΔqi � Kγiσi, (54)

where Kγiσi ∈n�n is a positive definite diagonal matrix.
We define also the auxiliary variable

sai ¼ _qi � _qri: (55)

By supposing that both robots are in free movement, for that case, the control
laws for the master and the virtual robots are proposed as

τm ¼ �Kam _qm � Kpmsam (56)

τv ¼ Kav _qv þ Kpvsav, (57)

respectively, where Kam,Kpm,Kav and Kpv are positive definite diagonal matrices.

3.2.1 Virtual holonomic constraints

Making an approximation of what happens during the tactile interaction of a
point probe with a rigid surface, we considered the one-dimensional case
(φv : 

n ! ). As mentioned in Section 3.1, that is ideally the normal force gener-
ated at a single point of contact where other reactions, as friction or tangential
forces, we can omit them, [32]. In order to reproduce this effect, we use the implicit
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surface method, which λv ¼ λv represents the normal force of the virtual manipula-
tor over the virtual surface. To reflect such contact force, the Generic Penalty
Method computed a Lagrange multiplier as used by [49], i.e.,

λv ¼ αv €φv qv
� �þ 2ξωn _φv qv

� �þ ω2
nφv qv

� �� �
(58)

where ξ,ωn >0. Considering that force measurements are available at the master
side in Cartesian coordinates and mapping the virtual force to this space as

Fv ¼ JTφxv xvð Þλv, (59)

we use a PID-like controller for the virtual reality system. Consider that Fh ∈3

is the normal force component measured with a force sensor mounted at the master
robot end-effector. After (23), (24), and (58), we can use a PI controller for the
virtual reality system.

By defining

Fdi tð Þ≜Fi tð Þ (60)

as the desired force trajectory where if i ¼ h then j ¼ v and vice versa, as stated
before.

The force tracking errors are

ΔFi ¼ Fi � Fdi (61)

and the corresponding integral, the momenta tracking error, is

Δρi ¼
ðt
0
ΔFidt: (62)

Note that we use the standard notation for momenta ρ, although also the same
notation is for the position. We claim that there is no confusion because it always
appears Δρ in that case. Instead of using Eqs. (56) and (57) to describe the master
and the virtual robot, we gave the corresponding control laws by

τm ¼ Ym qm, _qm, €qm
� �

θm � Kam _qm � Kpmsam þ JTm qm
� �

Fv � KfmΔρhð Þ (63)

τv ¼ Kav _qv þ Kpvsav � JTv qv
� �

Fh � KfvΔρvð Þ, (64)

respectively, where Kfi ∈n�n are diagonal matrices. In order for the operator to
feel the virtual tool in contact with the virtual environment, we can carry out a
dynamic cancelation of the master manipulator dynamics, as shown in (63).

3.2.2 Virtual non-holonomic constraints

In contrast with the holonomic case, when the constraints are non-holonomic, we
cannot define them as a function of a set of generalized coordinates, as stated by the
Frobenius theorem. As a result, we cannot compute the Lagrange multipliers as in
(58). We define these constraints in the form (31) or equivalently (34). One problem
arising from these constraints is how to compute the Lagrangian multipliers to satisfy
(36). These multipliers represent the forces required to maintain such constraints.
Unfortunately, most of the methods used to calculate the lagrange multipliers are
designed for systems with holonomic constraints [30, 49, 50] and, therefore, these
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methods require a position-level definition of the Pfaffian constraints as in (25) or
(27). As stated in (45), the calculation presented in [42] can be used for this case.
However, it is well known that this solution is unstable since its underlying mecha-
nism is a second-order integrator with zero input. In this work, a modification of the
approach used in [50] is proposed as follows. For simplicity, we define

Hv ¼ Hv qv
� �

(65)

Cv ¼ Cv qv, _qv
� �

(66)

gv ¼ gv qv
� �

(67)

Av ¼ Av qv
� �

(68)

ψv ¼ ψv qv, _qv
� � ¼ Av qv

� �
_qv (69)

Then, the Lagrange multipliers can be computed as

λv ¼ AvH�1
v AT

v

� ��1
_ψ � _Av _qv �AvH�1

v τv � Cv _qv �Dv _qv � gv
� �� �

, (70)

where the constraints are forced to satisfy

_ψ þ 2αvψv þ βv

ðt
t0
ψvdϑ ¼ 0 (71)

with αv, βv >0 chosen to ensure rapid convergence to the origin.
Note that the constraint function ψ can be defined in terms of the velocities of

the end-effector,

ψ ¼ ψ xv, vvð Þ ¼ Av xvð Þvv: (72)

Therefore, the initial condition of the integral term on the left-hand side of (72)
can be set to zero. Each element λv is a function of qv, _qv and τv since the constraints
change with the configuration, velocity and virtual applied force.

By substituting (71) in the motion Eq. (72), a complete description of the
dynamics of the system is gotten. Regarding force, sensor measurements Fv on the
master side can calculate the real Lagrange multiplier as

λm ¼ AvAT
v

� ��1
AvFh: (73)

By defining

λdi tð Þ≜λj tð Þ (74)

as the desired force trajectory in joint space. The corresponding integral is

Δλi ¼
ðt
0
λi � λdjdt
� �

(75)

Finally, instead of (56) and (57), for the master and virtual robot the proposed
position-force control for a virtual dynamic system subject to non-holonomic con-
straints is

τm ¼ Ym qm, _qm, €qm
� �

θm � Kam _qm � Kpmsam þAT
v qv
� �

λv � KfmΔλmð Þ (76)

τvm ¼ Kav _qv þ Kpvsav �AT
v qv
� �

λm � KfvΔλvð Þ (77)
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Note that the novelty of the approach is not the control scheme because very well-
known techniques are employed, but the novelty lies in the effective use of non-
holonomic constraints to describe penetrable virtual surfaces. Therefore, a technical
stability proof is not provided, but it shows a set of reliable experiments in the next
section with the aim of validating the proposed approach.

3.3 Visual components of the virtual environment

A fundamental part of the developed virtual reality system is visual feed-
back. In dynamic systems and control research, there is no interest in including
such elements but in real-world applications, as surgery simulators, it is essen-
tial. Nowadays, in those developments, we compose the virtual environments
by merging several numeric techniques that, combined with the fast velocity of
today’s processors, give the virtual objects and surfaces a realism that before
would seem impossible to reach., since the goal of this dissertation is to show
how a teleoperation control scheme can be used in a virtual reality system, we
design the environment by using the fundamentals of graphic computing. The
tool used to design the virtual environment was the graphic standard OpenGL
2.0 which is an API, which is a software library for accessing features in
graphics hardware. It contains different commands that are used to specify
objects, images, and operations needed to produce interactive three-dimensional
graphic applications, [51]. Among those operations, the possibility to give
texture1 and lighting to the virtual objects is possible, besides proportioning
position and orientation changes to the scene’s camera, i.e., the way the opera-
tor sees the images on the computer screen regarding height, deep, viewing
angles as pitch, roll, and yaw, etc. As we can see in Figure 11, the environment
of the developed application comprises a motionless floating sphere and the
virtual avatar of the system.

For simplicity’s sake, there are no changes in the camera’s position and orienta-
tion, but we gave lighting and texture to the scene. We appreciate a notable

Figure 11.
Virtual environment developed in OpenGL 2.0.

1 In graphic computing, we refer texture to the feature of give color or combinations of colors to the

objects.
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difference in Figure 12, where the avatar has no lighting, the quality of its texture is
less and the background color changes.

Here, a set of aligned cylinders becomes the avatar, which directly related
position and orientation to those of the end-effector of the haptic interface. Since
OpenGL has the instructions to create elements from primitives, the generation of
such cylinders and the floating sphere was straightforward.

3.3.1 Rigid sphere

It is important to remember that, from a haptic rendering approach, we
established the classification of nonpenetrable and penetrable objects for rigid and
deformable objects, respectively. With the rigid object, the Open GL instruction
glutSolidSphere() build automatically a solid sphere with a specific radius by
defining the number of subdivisions around (sectors) and along (stacks) the z axis,
as we can see in Figure 13.

We give the effect of rigidity because that vertex’s position is not changed when
contact with the virtual avatar occurs. However, giving the haptic effect of highly
rigid objects to the operator was difficult since an impedance device was used. For
such reason, it is important to establish the control scheme (63) and (64) that
compensates, as possible, the limitations of hardware and make feel it produced
contact with a rigid object.

Figure 12.
Virtual avatar of the system.

Figure 13.
Sectors and stacks of a solid sphere.
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3.3.2 Deformable sphere

The real challenge comes when the virtual object is deformable. Saying that an
object is deformable has many implications, mainly related to mechanics. There-
fore, the visual effect of deformation is more complex than that produced by
stiffness, because a real deformable object has an infinite number of degrees of
freedom. For this reason, virtual objects need a high resolution, which gives a better
rendering quality to visual and haptic feedback [52] and more realism to the appli-
cation. However, this is always limited to the computational resources available. We
must run both the graphics and the control algorithm in a single program, with the
smallest sample time that the system allows. If the graphics part occupies more
processing resources, this sampling time will increase and there will be unwanted
effects, delays, and, finally, an application crash. We drew the sphere by defining
four vertices a, b, c and d, which form a plane that is replicated iteratively according
to several parallels p and meridians m defined by the operator. We intrinsically
linked the value of the iteration to resolving the sphere. Figure 14, it showed the
deformable sphere with different resolutions. In the sphere on the left, the values
used were p ¼ m ¼ 50 while in the central sphere were p ¼ m ¼ 100. For the sphere
on the right, the values were p ¼ m ¼ 150.

As mentioned before, the more the resolution of the sphere, the more the realism
of the application. However, the computational processing when using the resolu-
tion of the last case did not allow a correct performance of the graphic or haptic
part. For this reason, a resolution p ¼ m ¼ 100 was chosen. For simplicity’s sake,
the sphere was built by placing two hemispheres, one above the other, regarding a
common axis. The contact with the virtual avatar will arise in a single point
xv, yv, zv
� �

computed parametrically as

xv ¼ r cos αð Þ cos βð Þ (78)

yv ¼ r cos αð Þ sin βð Þ (79)

zv ¼ r sin αð Þ (80)

where r is the radius of the sphere, and α and β are the angles from whose ranges
parallel and meridians are drawn. For code optimization, meridians have the range
of 0, 360½ � and parallels of 0, 180½ �. Such ranges correspond to the upper hemisphere
while the lower is drawn by considering the zv axis negative part.

Every vertex a, b, c and d must take the value of Eqs. (78)–(80) in order to
visualize its initial position in the virtual environment. To improve the interaction
with the virtual avatar, we include an offset roff in the equations that define the
vertices as

Figure 14.
Surface mesh generated using different values for p and m. (a) p = m = 50. (b) p = m = 100. (c) p = m = 150.
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vnx ¼ r� roffð Þ cos αð Þ cos βð Þ (81)

vny ¼ r� roffð Þ cos αð Þ sin βð Þ (82)

vnz ¼ r� roffð Þ sin αð Þ (83)

where n ¼ a, b, c, d and roff take an arbitrary value defined experimentally. The
contact with the virtual avatar occurs in some plane defined iteratively by (81)–(83)
using a collision detection algorithm consisting on validating the value of each
vertex of every plane and comparing the value of each component xv, yv, zv

� �
with

the position of the master robot pm. If such values belong to the range of the plane,
then the avatar is in contact with the sphere. The next step is to produce the effect
of motion of the contact plane. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of such a process,
which uses an auxiliary normal force in which direction the plane will move. This
force does not belong to that calculated using the non-holonomic constraint but the
gradient of Eq. (29) and we use it only for visual effect. The process described above
makes only one plane to move and, if that happens, the deformation effect is not
realistic. For this reason, moving the adjacent planes is necessary. It moved the
more planes, the more realistic the effect of the object deformation. However, in the
application developed, we changed only the position of the surrounding planes to
the contact plane, since the method is purely geometric and not based on contin-
uum mechanics. Using such an approach implies a lot of considerations that are
beyond this research.

Algorithm 1 shows the part of the pseudocode where the modification of the
adjacent planes takes place. This does not occur at the same time as the modification
of the contact plane, since the code has not yet created these. Figure 15 shows the
visual effect that the motion, both of the contact plane and adjacent planes produce.
It is important to note that the code implemented needs to be optimized and, above
all, to be adapted to the force rendering algorithm through non-holonomic
constraints.

4. Experimental platform

The experimental platform comprises a Geomagic Touch haptic robot with six
revolute joints, having only the first three of them actuated. An ATI Nano–17 six-
axis force sensor is adapted at the last link, as shown in Figure 16. A PC executes the
control loop with a sample time of T ¼ 2 milliseconds.

As mentioned in Section 3, the virtual environment comprises a sphere devel-
oped using the graphic standard OpenGL 2.0. We should note that both the control

Figure 15.
Deformation effect of the sphere. (a) Contact. (b) Deformation effect.
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algorithm and the graphic simulation run in the same application developed in
Visual Studio/C++.

A practical limitation of the Geomagic Touch robot is that it actuated only
the first three joints. Therefore, a projection of both the force reflection and the
controller torques is necessary, i.e., the contribution of the last two joint
torques is neglected. The virtual robot does not have this limitation, and therefore is
considered to be fully actuated. The master robot limitation is not so restrictive,
since the virtual environment considers only force but not end-effector torque
feedback, avoiding the problem of sensor/actuators asymmetry haptic interfaces
[53]. The contribution of the last two joints to the force reflection is much less in
magnitude when compared with the contribution of the first three joints.

4.1 Task description

A detailed description of the interaction process between the virtual tool and the
virtual environment is presented, simulating separately a rigid and a penetrable
sphere. Since the goal of this research was to extend the use of the control scheme to
medical training applications, we adopted the shape of the avatar as a needle, as we
can see in Figure 11. In medicine, procedures that use this tool are very common,
with needle insertion being the most studied and simulated procedure [54]. In this
procedure, the operator takes a sterile needle and slowly brings it closer to the
patient, once in contact, the operator must be very careful and, through a tactile
sensation, know if the soft tissue (muscle, organ) or rigid (bone) has been affected.
In both cases, the contact surface produces a reaction force in opposition to the
operator’s movements.

While on a rigid surface, the force does not let the needle penetrate the tissue, in
a penetrable surface this is possible. The force behaviors are different, as in the first
case, there is a major contribution in the normal direction, which would allow the
operator to move the needle laterally over the surface. In the second case, the
normal force contribution is smaller and the surrounding tissue would not allow
moving the needle in the lateral directions.

In the approach presented, we assume we attach the virtual tool to the end-
effector of a five degrees-of-freedom manipulator, which is not visible in the
graphic simulation. It may seem counterintuitive because, evidently in real life, a
needle does not have such dynamics. We use the robot model as a demonstrative
example of other medical tools such as an endoscope, resectoscope, forceps.
Attached to teleoperated surgical robot arm have such complex dynamics that must
be modeled. The graphic simulations in those cases include pulling, gripping,

Figure 16.
Experimental platform.
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clamping, and cutting, and therefore it is convenient to have a complete description
of both the kinematics and the dynamics of the tool-tissue interaction, [3]. The task
starts with the Geomagic Touch robot in its home position. The operator grasps the
master robot stylus using the force sensor adapter tip to later gently bring it closer
to the virtual surface. We imposed the desired trajectory in free motion in this way.
The virtual robot moves following such a trajectory in the virtual environment, with
no scaling between the virtual and the real workspaces. It perceived visually both
the avatar movement and the virtual surface through a computer screen. When the
collision-detection algorithm detects contact with the surface, the force-response
algorithm generates a virtual force trajectory by computing the corresponding
Lagrangian multipliers, either by employing (58) or (70). The operator perceives an
interaction force exerted by the master robot and registered by the Nano-17 force
sensor until the contact is over. Finally, the operator returns the sensor adapter to its
initial position, thus completing the task.

4.2 Holonomic constraint experiment

For simplicity’s sake, the surface used to test the validity of the proposed
approach is a sphere described by

φv xvð Þ ¼ xv � hð Þ2 þ yv � k
� �2 þ zv � lð Þ2 � r2 ¼ 0, (84)

where xv ¼ xv yv zv
� �T is the vector that stands for the virtual environment

task-space coordinates, r ¼ 0:1 [m] is the radius, and h, k, lð Þ ¼ 0:4, 0, 0ð Þ [m] are
the sphere center coordinates. It is important to note that, in contrast with other
works, we added a third dimension zv in order to heighten the realism of the virtual
reality application. For example, in [44, 49], the authors consider only two dimen-
sions to test different control schemes for a haptic and a teleoperation system,
respectively. The gains of the master manipulator, described in (63), and the virtual
manipulator, are shown in Table 1.

Finally, by using the Generic Penalty Method, the surface parameters are αv ¼
0:002, ξ ¼ 100 and ωn ¼ 200.

4.3 Non-holonomic constraint experiment

As mentioned before, we cannot express a deformable surface implicitly, even
when the operator perceives it as a sphere both visually and haptically. We use a

Variable (control law) Value Variable (virtual manipulator) Value

Kam 0.0550 I Kav 0.20 I

Kpm 0.0055 I Kpv diag 0:2, 0:2, 0:2, 0:1, 0:1f g
Kfm 10.050 I Kfv 0.20 I

Λxm 0.2500 I Λxv 20.0 I

Kβm 0.0100 I Kβv 1.00 I

Kγm 0.0150 I Kγv 0.20 I

I is the identity matrix, which has the appropriate dimensions.

Table 1.
Gains from the control law and the virtual manipulator (Holonomic constraint experiment).
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discrete representation similar to that presented in [52], where we assume the
surface to comprise many neighboring planes defined by shared nodes. We propose
a technique that comprises iteratively choosing a small neighborhood of planes
where the contact will occur, depending on the position of the virtual tool. Subse-
quently, we associate the Lagrange multipliers in Eq. (70) with a pair of planes
using the impulse-based technique for multiple rigid body simulations, [55]. The
micro-collisions with this technique occur only in the chosen vicinity of the sphere
and Lagrange multipliers replace the impulses preventing body interpenetration. In
the collision’s case detection algorithm, the implicit surface representation replaces
the convex polyhedra decomposition, [56], using the Eq. (84). We did this for ease
and to reduce the computational cost of the application, otherwise, the control
algorithm sample time would increase. Considering the case where the needle is
inside the sphere, but it may not move laterally. However, it may pivot to change
orientation.

We adequately describe this kind of scenario by employing non-holonomic
constraints. As mentioned in Section 1, non-holonomic constraints have been little
exploited to represent the interaction with penetrable surfaces. For example, in [57]
it is claimed that to model a surgeon’s scalpel both holonomic and non-holonomic
constraints could be employed by limiting the depth of its incision and the direction
of its motion, respectively. However, there is not any analysis or modeling of this
process in such work.

The most representative proposal is the derivation of the non-holonomic
generalized unicycle model presented in [58], where a coordinate-free
representation is used to model the insertion of a flexible needle into soft tissue. We
employed a similar approach by using the homogeneous matrix representation, but
taking into consideration both the kinematic and the dynamic model of the virtual
robot and the fact that non-holonomic constraints are more intuitively got if we
define them in task space coordinates. The computation of the Lagrangian
multipliers for non-holonomic constraints, which is proposed in (71), is an
important improvement regarding the cited works. The experiment comprised
five degrees of freedom virtual manipulator interacting with a deformable
sphere. Once in contact, the end-effector may not move laterally, i.e., along the
0y5v and

0z5v axes, after a conventional Denavit-Hartenberg allocation, but it
may move along the 0x5v axis, i.e., along the pointing direction of the end-
effector. The end-effector may rotate (pivoting) to change direction (as a
three-dimensional version of the non-holonomic unicycle) and the Pfaffian
matrix is computed as

Av xvð Þvv ¼
0y5v 01�3

0z5v 01�3

" #
_ρv

ωv

" #
¼ 0 (85)

The experiment has four steps, as shown in Figure 17. First, the virtual robot is
in free motion and only the teleoperation part of the controller (77) is active. In the
second part, we insert the needle into the sphere. Next, in the third part, approxi-
mately 45 degrees rotate the needle without changing its position. Finally, we insert
the needle deeper into the sphere with a new orientation.

The force of the human operator in the lateral directions of the needle is difficult
to measure directly with the force sensor. Instead, we take advantage of the projec-
tion of such forces on the torque of the master manipulator joint, we calculate λm
from (20), (23), and (73).

The gains of the master manipulator, described in (76), and the virtual manipu-
lator, are shown in Table 2.
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5. Conclusions

We present a proposal on chaptic interaction with holonomic and non-holonomic
virtual constraints. Since extensive research on haptic interaction with rigid surfaces
has been presented in the literature, the principal aim was to reproduce the forces
generated by the interaction with soft surfaces from a force feedback approach.

Figure 17.
Interaction sequence between the avatar and the non-holonomic virtual surface. (a) Free motion. (b) Insertion.
(c) Pivoting. (d) Insertion.

Variable (control law) Value Variable (virtual manipulator) Value

Kam 0.0550 I Kav 0.20 I

Kpm 0.0550 I Kpv diag 0:2, 0:2, 0:2, 0:1, 0:1f g
Kfm 0.010 I Kfv 2.00 I

Λxm 0.2500 I Λxv 20.0 I

Kβm 0.0150 I Kβv 1.00 I

Kγm 0.0150 I Kγv 0.20 I

I is the identity matrix, which has the appropriate dimensions.

Table 2.
Gains from the control law and the virtual manipulator (Non-holonomic constraint experiment).
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Throughout the document, we introduced the theory to establish an optimal
relationship between the visual and haptic interaction for the virtual reality system
developed. The key lies in adapting the mathematical properties of the holonomic
and non-holonomic constraints to the tool’s kinematics in contact with a
nonpenetrable and penetrable virtual surface, respectively. However, it is impor-
tant to note that we made this adaptation to achieve haptic feedback purposes only
and consider the basic contact properties of simulated rigid and soft tissues.

Adapting a teleoperation control scheme to a virtual reality system was the
strategy to follow since it allowed embedding a robot’s dynamic model into the
virtual environment. By doing this, we addressed the teleoperated slave system
as a problem of a virtual robot in constrained motion and either holonomic or
non-holonomic constraints gave whose contact force.

We studied the differences between one or another representation, both mathe-
matically and intuitively, and the particularities of each one. Among them, there is
the fact that they could render forces using the Generic Penalty Method or the
Pfaffian constraints matrix, respectively. We centered the interest on reproducing
the contact with a soft surface by employing non-holonomic constraints.

The principal use detected is that such a method can render similar forces to those
arising from contact between a tool and a penetrable surface. We can see, non-
holonomic constraints have been used to reproduce the operator’s tactile sensations
with practical meaning. We can eventually use this approach in virtual reality medical
simulators, and it presented the fundamentals to do that throughout this document.
However, adapting the developed method to complex virtual environments, such as
those found in the medical field, requires more research both in control and computer
graphics. In the first case, adapting more accurately the teleoperation controller
presented is necessary and makes it fit with the current methods of graphic computing.
Finding more optimal ways to model force using non-holonomic constraints is essential
to heighten the realism of the applications. Regarding graphic computing, it is neces-
sary to design numerical methods that adapt more efficiently to the control algorithms
designed and that are capable of running with continuummechanics models.

Naturally, this will increase computational processing and require more analysis
to establish the compensation between real-time processing and control perfor-
mance, without sacrificing application realism. All this requires a wide range of
knowledge that does not belong to control or computer graphics.
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Appendix

Algorithm 1: Deformable sphere

Require: Number of Parallels p.
Require: Number of Meridians m
Require: Radius r
Require: Offset roff
Define: Vertex vax, vay, vaz
Define: Vertex vbx, vby, vbz
Define: Vertex vcx, vcy, vcz
Evaluate: Δ1 ¼ 180∘=p and Δ2 ¼ 360∘=m
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1: for all i ¼ 0 to p=2 do
2: for all j ¼ 0 to m do
3: α ¼ i� Δ1

4: β ¼ j� Δ2

5: Calculate the vertices of the upper hemisphere using (81)-(83).
6: if avatar touches a superior plane then
7: Move the contact plane through the auxiliary normal force
8: Store data of the contact plane (based on p and m)
9: end if
10: Compute vertices of the lower hemisphere
11: if avatar touches an inferior plane then
12: Move the contact plane using (81)-(83) and the negative numbers on the zv axis.
13: Store data of the contact plane (based on p and m)
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: if avatar touches a plane then
18: Reordering adjacent planes
19: end if
20: for all i ¼ 0 to p=2 do
21: for all j ¼ 0 to m do
22: Draw plane
23: end for
24: end for
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Chapter 5

How to Use Haptic Technology in 
Interactive Digital Documentation 
of Heritage
Vladimír Hain, Roman Hajtmanek and Dušan Kočlík

Abstract

Virtual restoration of the extinct heritage is a method of reconstruction of 
an already destroyed work in a virtual environment. It represents a way and an 
opportunity to reenter the remodeled simulated space interactively and experi-
ence its contemporary atmosphere and former author expression. In addition to 
visual and acoustic experiences, haptic technologies represent the potential for 
expanding sensory perception, which is not yet sufficiently used in the architectural 
sector. This study focuses on defunct and endangered works of interior architec-
ture and industrial heritage, which were significant at the time of their inception 
and shaped the direction of the industry. Especially in the case of cultural and 
spiritual heritage, we focus on interiors, which, by their short-term nature, are 
neither objective nor physically documentable. Selected extinct works for which 
there was enough data or there was still the possibility of consultation with a living 
author were experimentally virtually reconstructed. Using haptic technologies, we 
have expanded the observer’s ability to interactively analyze space and its context 
through User Tracking of observers. The data obtained in this way continue to help 
the creators of the architecture set new starting points and limits for the current 
creation and design as well.

Keywords: architecture, heritage, digital documentation, haptic technology,  
user tracking

1. Introduction

Current digital technologies allow us to design, document, preserve, evaluate, 
and popularize cultural heritage and architectural heritage in many ways. However, 
their potential is not always fully exploited [1]. The chapter is aimed to explore 
form-forming factors of architectural space and theoretical research, between 
monument preservation, Haptic Technology, and architectural practice.

The study represents identified factors that affect the efficiency and quality of 
design process in the cooperation with modern technologies, documentation, and 
conservation process of heritage sites. It deals with the opportunities of transfer 
research results from the futuristic disciplines as well. In this case, the paper 
examines the study “Reconstruction of old industrial Power plant in Piestany” and 
describes one of the possible solutions based on the mixed reality (MR) application. 
The opportunity to experience this kind of an industrial object with multiple senses 
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(sight, hearing, smell, touch) in MR delivered a unique personalized haptic experi-
ence and immersive memories about lost heritage.

Developed presentations, mixed reality interactive models nowadays can create 
attractive interpretation of this rich source of experiences and knowledge. The 
interdisciplinary research team at the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava 
Faculty of Architecture and Design focuses systematically their work on applica-
tions of virtual reality (VR) by merging different sensorial inputs from mixed 
reality and real environment. The article is focused to explore opportunities for 
incorporation of haptic technologies into monument preservation, research of 
virtual and mixed reality and architectural practice [2].

2. Theoretical scope

Haptic technology has excellent potential to help society in their daily lives, 
design, or education. In schools or museums of technology around the world, there 
are innovative creations of the human spirit, which are often presented in a way 
that is in comparison to other media less attractive for the contemporary audience. 
Therefore, the contemporary trend is the development of interactive kind of the 
presentation of physics laws and technology. These types are capable of making 
technology museums more inspiring and of enabling the interactive use of this 
plentiful source of knowledge. Too many historical buildings were destroyed, and 
they no longer exist, but historical archive documents, drawings, or photographs 
have been preserved. Some buildings remain in the living memory, or few physical 
fragments have been preserved. This technical documents and protected parts of 
the building may propose data for a digital presentation of the significant design or 
industrial monument. The interpretation of a hypothetical reconstruction by mixed 
reality can serve to better understand the culture, history, and technology by the 
public [3]. The virtual presentation of the model can serve as a haptic presentation 
of the extinct design, technical and cultural heritage as well.

Haptic technologies have been explored in virtual arts, such as sound synthesis 
or graphic design and animation [4]. The potential of their use is in the whole 
breadth of virtuality continuum (Figure 1). For the ordinary presentations in prac-
tice is used mainly augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) of displayed 
types of realities differ according to degree of reality.

The taxonomy of Milgram and Kishino provides a way of contrasting different 
types of mixed reality. This paper is focused on different fusions of other various 
sensorial inputs from real human life as smell, touch, and hearing with virtual or 
mixed environment [5].

The theory of didactics confirms that the senses are for people portals of informa-
tion. Some people learn by sight, hearing, or by certain kind of activity (Figure 2). 
Each of us prefers a different method and way of teaching. The use of the combina-
tions of senses is typical for “mixing learning styles” [7].

Figure 1. 
Virtuality continuum diagram by Milgram and Kishino (Steed, 2013) [5].
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We receive a different percentage of information with every sense [6], and every-
one remembers it differently. A difference needs to be created between receiving and 
remembering of the information. The most of the information we receive visually. 
By hearing, it is in comparison significantly less. We remember 20% of what we hear, 
30% of what we see in visual form, and 90% of what we are actively doing [8].

Mixed reality actively uses mainly the first two human senses (sight and hear-
ing) through which we receive the most of the information. Kinesthetic style of 
education uses activity of body and engages all senses (other three) without prefer-
ence. It is proven that the best learning effectiveness is the way of learning through 
a combination of styles. Although the representation of other senses is negligible in 
receiving information, it appears that combinations of activating multiple senses 
are highly effective. This way, one can remember up to 80–90% of what one hears, 
sees, and does at once. It can be stated that the sensory overlap with which the 
information was captured creates stronger links between them for remembering. 
This is absent in the usual case of selective perceptions.

There are several cases of people with hearing, visual, or other disabilities 
that need to be kept in mind. In this case, one or more senses are missing, so they 
are replaced or compensated by another. Each situation is unique and different, 
it would be appropriate to pay special attention to each person with regard to 
their characteristics. However, it is not possible to set a specific tactile exposure 
for everyone. Universal design rules are offered as if they were the opposite of 
barrier-free design. It is a design for the widest possible range of users and not just 
for a narrowly specified group. Here it is important to create a quality exhibition 
that is inspiring and universal for everyone. One of the solutions to achieve such 
a balanced state is to create an exhibition and at the same time ensure that every 
single exhibit is perceived by several senses at the same time. This will provide the 
observer with fuller information. In addition, such an exposure to tactile or mixed 
reality allows a clearer situation to be understood and remembered not only by 
children but also by people with limited sensory abilities.

Such a prepared and focused presentation will bring visitors a new experience 
and allow them to perceive the laws of nature, often from a different perspective. 
The fun factor is also an integral and important part. It is usually a pleasant refresh-
ment in the amount of informative information that comes to our attention.

The image of the Senzulor (Figure 3) shows the reach of our human senses. It 
shows the radius of the information we are able to receive in this sense. The eyes 

Figure 2. 
Graph of sensory reception (M. Ganobjak, V. Hain, 2014) Picture of “Senzulor” was for the first time 
graphically illustrated by Prof. Robert Špaček in 1985. The term was created/used as a parallel by Modulor 
(authors: J. Keppl and R. Špaček, FAD STU, 1986) [6].
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capture a lot of information, but at the same time we are overwhelmed with visual 
information. Therefore, it is possible to use the method of inverse engagement of 
the senses. There are not many educational presentations that are tactile, haptic, 
acoustically olfactory or by taste.

Just as we perceive the stimulus closer to the body, it may leave a larger memory 
footprint. The human being subconsciously prefers those stimuli and impulses 
from the environment that act closer to the body surface. This proximity leads 
to an approximately defined sequence of its sensory zones from the tactile zone 
through the olfactory zone, the thermal zone, the acoustic zone to the human most 
dominant visual zone. Irritation of human receptors affects the perception of the 
environment, behavior, and orientation in space as well as the overall relationship to 
our environment. The center of gravity is activated by the sensory organs to deter-
mine the size and character of the individual frameworks of human zones. This 
dependence is expressed by the Senzulor.

All of our senses provide information about the properties of the external 
environment. Different organized and developed sensory organs with different 
sensitivities and complexities can only receive the same information as well as 
several pieces of information at the same time. Similar combinations of our sensory 
perceptions affect a person’s overall impression, feeling, or condition in multiple 
situations. These phenomena are positively or negatively reflected especially in the 
perception of presentations, and therefore, it is important to pay close attention to 
them during designing mixed reality as well.

By involving multiple sensory stimuli, the information flow is enriched, making 
it easier to compare the user experience with a real experiential situation [9] that is 
closer to innate learning and thus to collect relevant data on user perceptions. Such 
data are mainly used as feedback, which could improve the future designs of other 
installations and exhibitions. There are many techniques for processing spatial 
and haptic information. The space can be sketched, 3D scanned or measured using 
classic techniques, and compared with suitable project documentation. Then it is 
necessary to model it accordingly in the form of a virtual 3D model. The individual 
characteristic surfaces need to be arranged in order to create textures with suitable 

Figure 3. 
Inverse sensory orientation of exposure. Combinations of sensory perception affect the overall impression 
(scheme: M. Ganobjak, V. Hain, 2014) [6].
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qualities such as texture, reflection, color, etc. For obscure or unpreserved surfaces, 
it is possible to use photographs or retouched techniques or replace them with 
equivalent textures from similar objects.

3. Methodology

Haptic didactic tools educate “with an emphasis on the active and creative 
learning, not just passive reception of information.” Interactivity allows two-way 
communication, and the student thus has the opportunity to actively intervene in 
the operation through the user interface program and not just passively participate 
(receive) its content. This increases clarity, motivation, and desire of students to 
learn. The basic advantages of interactivity innovation are “activity pupil, increas-
ing pupil attention, motivation and desire to learn, actively and creatively engage 
in educational activities, a positive attitude and interest in the curriculum, etc.”; 
ultimately better semantic connections and understanding of the curriculum.

Interactivity and immersiveness are important keys on exploration of virtual 
reality game. There is an issue involving haptic as part of stimulating interactivity 
between virtual characters and players in order to obtain more attention from players 
[10]. Haptic interfaces can create combinations of mechanical signals that do not 
have counterparts in real environments [11]. This allows creating haptic virtual 
environ in which entirely new haptic sensory experiences are possible (Figure 4).

The main goal of this research was to discuss the basics of effective use of haptic 
virtual environments in research of applications involving user sensory testing. To 
illustrate this intention, this chapter also discusses some recent discoveries in haptic 
perception, in which haptic presentation has played an important role in digital 
documentation of heritage; in this case, study of an industrial heritage.

4. Case study

Digital documentation and presentation by haptic technology in the old power 
plant in the Piešťany city

The presented case study presented in this chapter is an example of the imple-
mentation of the methodology of the previous research chapter. It focuses on the 
use of virtual and mixed reality as an analytical tool for the design of exhibition 

Figure 4. 
(a) Haptic perception in everyday environments. (b) In contrast, haptic perception in virtual environments 
(scheme: [11]).
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space. In this way, a fuller exploration of new educational and simulation tech-
niques in industrial spaces is ensured. The old power plant for heavy oil burning 
in Piešťany was built in 1906 as one of the first of its kind in the former Austro-
Hungarian Empire. Later, the plant only provided distribution and energy trans-
formation till the 1990s. The machinery hall originally had six diesel engines and 
generators. Now there is a multifunctional hall for scientific devices, exhibitions, 
and cultural events. Archival documents about the original state of the machinery 
hall allowed the exact appearance to be replicated through MR [12] (Figure 5).

After conversion, the building is now used as a technical science museum, which 
interactively educates about the energy and electricity sector (Figure 6). The build-
ing can currently be used for multifunctional common purposes, and at the same 
time, visitors can learn more additional information about the history of electricity 
in Slovakia. The exhibition is a hybrid of mixed reality, 3D haptic models, virtual 
reality, and physical industrial objects. These model solutions are defined according 
to the architectural value of the monuments [13]. The proportions, materials, and 
details for the 3D model were derived from preserved and functional historic diesel 
engines from the Technical Museum in Vienna. Photographic processes took 3 days 
through 3D scanning. Based on interdisciplinary cooperation and 3D animation of a 
historic engine MR exhibition was created.

The 3D model serves as a reference from which it was possible to analogously 
create proportions of details 1:1 (Figures 7 and 8) and draw them in a new complete 
3D model of the building. Based on measurements on-site and archival research, it 
was found how the building was originally built according to plan in 1906. Further 
historical research identified all periods of building extensions and various stages of 
building outlook (1920–1945). For the purposes of this case study, it was decided to 
visualize just the first and oldest period of 1906 [12].

Figure 6. 
Project of reconstruction of old power plant in Pieštany: M. Ganobjak, V. Hain, M. Paško, Z. Zacharová, 2014 
(photo: P. Safko, 2014).

Figure 5. 
Archival documents of the building from the National Archive in Trnava from 1906 to 1938 (photo: V. Hain, M. 
Ganobjak, 2010).
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The user can experience the atmosphere of a characteristic industrial space 
design in original realistic quality, along with real-time sounds and animations. 
VR objects and a 3D model were prepared in Unreal Engine 4, which provides 
photorealistic images with high-quality surfaces, textures, and lighting. The 
outputs are suitable for all these selected tested devices: HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, 
Cyberith [2].

The VR scene for the power plant created in 1906 (Figures 8 and 9) is intended 
for education and visual communication of technical information, but it also builds 
on the diversity of educational and multisensory exposition, which is more univer-
sal. The target group is students, all visitors to the practical science center of the EP, 
but also experts in the field of electrical engineering, whom the exhibition created 
in this way can entertain but mainly teach the general public.

3D model of the engine room seeks to eliminate the extreme situations of nega-
tive emotions of the space; it is “phobia free.” MR respects the senses and aims to 
eliminate potential negative emotions. The space is becoming appropriate. MR and 
VR evoke feelings from original environment supplemented by authentic sounds 
and smell that invoke an industrial atmosphere. On the magic date of Friday, May 
13, 2016, the virtual reality project was presented for the first time in the old power 

Figure 8. 
Final VR 3D model of the virtual presentation was presented by VR headset Oculus Rift in the Power Plant 
Piešťany, (3D model: O. Virág, 2016).

Figure 7. 
Original diesel engine from Vienna Technical Museum compared with photogrammetry of 3D model via 
software Capture Reality and AGISoft (photo and 3D model: O. Virág, 2016).
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plant in Piešťany through Oculus Rift glasses for VR (Video 1, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Pk-8gCx03WM&feature=youtu.be).

The presentation is fully animated with the possibility of synchronized human 
movement in space. The exhibition is thus interactive and creates a subjective 
experience. The audiovisual design in the original old machine hall of the old power 
plant sensually complements it with the historical scent of black oil (unrefined 
diesel). This greatly affects the imagination of the observer, allowing him to be bet-
ter immersed in the experience for long-term storage of sensory information. At the 
same time, the MR presentation premises is a more advantageous form for a wider 
audience of all ages and for people with certain forms of disability. It’s a so-called 
as a “window to the past.” This kind of mixed reality experience and visitors has 
proven that it is a suitable tool for commemorating the extinct heritage and reinter-
preting its significance for the present (Figure 10).

The virtual Machinery Hall was tested by virtual tracking of the visitors. The 
mentioned motivation, inducing natural behavior, was taking photos of what they 
see. The reward system, which was linked to the real and also supported their 
natural behavior, was displaying their photographs and movements on the addi-
tional display. In addition, taking photos by the visitors marked the most interesting 
views and locations in the presented virtual space. Subsequently to the virtual 

Figure 10. 
MR application testing by students of the University of the Third Age of the FAD STU in Bratislava (photo: V. 
Hain, 3D model: O. Virág, 2016).

Figure 9. 
3D model of the original machine and mixed reality presentation with VR headset Oculus Rift in the power 
plant in Piešťany. For visitors it was possible to compare the current status and historical status—an overlay of 
physical and virtual reality (photo: O. Virág, V. Hain, Ľ. Dait, M. Ganobjak, 2016).
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exploration of the space, the brief questionnaire was given to them. This question-
naire concerned their feelings in the virtual environment and the overall quality of 
the virtual presentation [14].

Similar presentations using VR is appropriate and could be also adapted to 
people with different disabilities—the virtual movement through space for people 
with movement disabilities, visual space for people with hearing disabilities, bright-
ness and contrast color scheme for people with seeing impairments, and rich sound 
experience for the blind people.

The virtual presentation is not limited by the visual or graphical style, it could be 
hyper-realistic, sketchy, or abstract, and it is also saving space and is very custom-
able. The currently unavailable spaces of the power plant in Piešťany are opened 
to public, and its past capabilities as circulation of fuel and cooling water through 
the past generators in the Machinery Hall are explained by the haptic diagrams. 
The authentic remaining equipment is complemented by educational presentation 
diagrams in various languages explaining its functioning by LCD touch panels.

On the wall and floor of the hall, the timeline with augmented reality present-
ing the electricity utilization is drawn. By focusing the tablets on the individual 
points of the timeline, the technology of the specific period is presented by the 
animation. The interactive installations are complemented by the Tesla coil, which 
is hanged on a steel rope above the heads of the observers, and it is throwing 
lighting above them. The turret room has also a stainless-steel ball in the middle, 
which is a Van der Graaf generator that bristles the hair of the visitors who are 
touching it (Figure 11).

The visitors reported that to move through virtual space without their avatar 
body was not comfortable experience. In the beginning of their virtual visits, they 
were a bit confused and disoriented, but in a short time, they adapted to that state 
and examined the space without obstructions. Use of the real environment as 
an anchor point for visitors’ orientation and location in space showed to be very 
efficient for successful education, because the brain distinguishes the additionally 
given information in virtual reality, and it directly connects them with the real 
place. On the other hand, using mixed reality in this case study appeared to be a 
very practical tool for presentations at different places, outside of the original site of 
old power plant in Pieštany.

Here appeared the first hint and requirement of users for the implementation of 
additional haptic technologies, with which they would feel more anchored in space, 

Figure 11. 
Mixed reality exhibition in the old power plant in Pieštany with augmented reality, virtual reality, and of 
original engine equipment (design and photo: V. Hain, M. Ganobjak).
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more confident in understanding what is safe and what is risky. Acoustic or vibra-
tion signals would be appreciated by most users.

5. Visitor tracking and virtual exhibition evaluation

The virtually reconstructed machinery hall of power plant in Pieštany was also 
presented at the Night of European Researchers in Bratislava. At this event, the 
tracking of the visitors in this virtual installation was included. To induce natural 
behavior in visitors, we motivated them by the ability of taking photos of the virtual 
machinery. The second screen displayed the taken photos and their motions as reward 
system even more supporting the motivation of visitors. The photographs taken by 
users marked the most attractive places and motives of the virtual exhibition.

When the visitors finished their virtual observation, they answered a brief 
form containing questions about the comfort of VR and quality of this type of 
presentation.

Motions and gazes of the visitors in VR were noted every 0.3 second. These data 
were gathered with positions from which the photographs were taken, into the 
dense cloud of points to process them in the subsequent research. Visitors’ motions 
were also noted via the heat map by the contrast trace. When visitors spent more 
time on a specific position, the trace became more contrast. These data notation 
enabled to visualize the attractiveness of certain places and to process them by 
supervised machine learning to create a prototype of an analytical instrument for 
evaluation of similarly designed virtual exhibitions (Figure 12).

The prototype of the analytical tool for such an evaluation is a statistical model 
based on the artificial neural network (ANN) trained by supervised learning. By 
the supervised learning, the ANN is learning the relations and links between the 
pairs of related input and output samples [15].

To teach the ANN, the planar heat map with visitors’ motions was resampled to 
40 × 66 pixels and sampled in 0.6 m, which is the size of human module, usually 
used in architectural design. Sampling the heat map, divided it to samples, each 
with four pixels. These samples were positioned in the original grid of 40 by 66 
positions. In these positions, the 3D model of the exhibition was processed by the 
isovist tool, which is quantifying the spatial openness and visibility by measuring 
the distances from the certain positions to their surrounding objects.

Figure 12. 
Users’ tracking data: left—heat map of tracked users’ motions in plan, right—point cloud of tracked users’ view 
locations and positions, blue points are photographed views (R. Hajtmanek, 2019).
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In this case, 24 distances from every location in the grid to the surrounding 
objects were measured. The sums of each 24 distances quantified the openness 
and visibility of the space in every location of the square grid. This analysis of 
the space openness was also noted via the planar heat map, equally sampled into 
four-pixel samples as the heat map of the tracked visitors’ motions. The measured 
objects in the exhibition were also categorized via its significance. Categorization 
of the objects was made of three groups according to their significance: 1—win-
dows and walls, 2—subsidiary hall’s equipment, 3—the most important and 
attractive diesel machines in the hall. Every distance measure contained then also 
the information of significance of the measured object, which was visible from 
the certain location in the grid.

5.1 Results of the evaluation

The supervised learning of the ANN contains training and testing phases. In the 
testing phase, AAN is trained on the training set, consisting 80% of the total samples 
count. After the training phase, it is tested in the testing phase on the remaining 20% 
of the samples. The comparison between the test and original data then validates the 
learning of the ANN.

Based on the learning, the AAN generated the new heat maps of visitors’ 
motions, from the input data of spatial openness and objects’ importance. These 
newly generated maps were then compared with the original tracked data of the 
visitors’ motions. The original and generated heat maps were colored and blurred to 
highlight the similarities or differences (Figure 13).

Graphical comparison of the heat maps validated the ANN learning in the train-
ing phase, as these parts of the images are similar. Comparison of the image parts 
generated during the training phase also shows similarities but with some inaccura-
cies. Still, it is possible to declare that some relations were learned by ANN as the 

Figure 13. 
Comparison of the original and generated maps of the visitors’ motions left—original blurred and recolored 
heat map, right—ANN generated blurred and recolored heat map. Area marked by the dashed rectangle was 
generated in the test phase (R. Hajtmanek, 2019).
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recognition of the attractive space between the machines and windows and motions 
around the objects. With these outcomes, the prototype of this tool based on the 
ANN validated that it is possible to evaluate similar designs of the virtual exhibi-
tions by predicting statistical response from its future visitors. Such an evaluation 
during the design process can then bring more attractive and better suited further 
virtual presentations.

6. Screening

The precisely modeled 3D representation of Machinery Hall in power plant in 
Piešťany was very captivating to the general public, but also to the energy profes-
sionals from Západoslovenská energetika a.s.—electricity supplier in the west of 
Slovakia. Together with iPartner and Živica–Center for Environmental and Ethical 
Education, an educative and interactive quiz game for primary schools was devel-
oped (Figure 14). Team from Faculty of Architecture and Design STU created an 
interactive application based on VR game, through which pupils solve tasks related 
to the subjects of physics, chemistry but especially electric energy. In addition to 
the classic haptic game with cables and a plasma lamp, they could also try them-
selves education virtually by visiting the Piešťany Power Station in 1906 via the VR 
application.

This application has already been tested at the Pavol Horov Primary School in 
Devínská Nová Ves—Bratislava. This quiz was tried by children from 12 to 15 years 
of age using the VR headsets. The screening in the schools showed that this way of 
education increased the interest of pupils strongly.

Pedagogues without VR experiences were interested by implementation of 
similar interactive methods in their future teaching process.

Experts in the field of industrial heritage and its pedagogy see the significance of 
presentation by virtual 3D models of lost historic objects in a few points:

• These installations are presenting the site to the wider public, and they serve as 
a reminder of local history.

• They are opening to the public, but also professional discussion about the site 
and its future image.

• They are reimagining the ideas about present and future.

Figure 14. 
Testing of classical manual education and haptic-virtual via VR (authors: FA STU, Živica, ZSE, a.s., 
iPARTNER s.r.o., CRATE, 2017).
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• They are efficient, bringing clear and quick comprehending of the lost histori-
cal objects by different tools as 3D printing, VR, AR, or holographic models.

• Efficient non-formal haptic learning.

The installations using synchronized movement in VR and animated virtual 
elements induce immersive and subjective experiences. The presentation in old 
power plant Machinery Hall used not only audiovisual elements, but also it was 
supplemented by the real oil and diesel smell.

Supplementing elements from the real environment improve visitor’s immersion 
in virtual space and his imagination. His potential to create long-term memories is 
also increased. In addition, the installation, which is presenting historical objects 
and spaces by similar methods, is also more attractive to younger, but also to older 
audience and is universally accessible by everyone.

As the installations using VR are attractive to wide public of every age and also 
to a professional public, the knowledge about historical and cultural values of the 
historical buildings and monuments is easier transferred and communicated. These 
immersive technologies proved to be efficient and appropriate tool for memorialize 
objects of the lost heritage and to reinterpret its importance for today and for the 
future (Figure 15).

By the mixed reality, the visitor is teleported into the virtual space with the 
ability of moving and viewing the space in a natural way. VR also allows people for 
disabilities to move through and to explore the space, without barriers, which would 
be not possible or too expensive otherwise.

In the case of old power plant in Piešťany, the HTC Vive showed to be less 
usable by people with motion disabilities than Oculus. The virtual space is usually 
perceived from the first-person view. This point of view could be also modified by 
using different perspectives (frog’s or bird’s perspective) and scales (the observer 
could be smaller in comparison to the model and vice versa).

The VR presentations offer the opportunities to experience the past, future, 
different fictions, or visions. Visual stimulation is supplemented with textures or 
materials from the real world as dust and smell, present in the old, preserved spaces 
and buildings, as the smell of the oil in the Machinery Hall.

Visits of the lost interior from 1906 of Machinery Hall in the old power plant in 
Pieštany are possible from anywhere, as VR with motion synchronization allows it. 
Synchronization of the real movement with the virtual one is convincing and vali-
dates the application of mixed reality as a tool for presentation of the lost industrial 
heritage in the contrast with its contemporary design, comparing these often very 
different states of the space [16].

Figure 15. 
Picture of the virtual machinery hall with machine equipment—at the first stage of the power plant in 1906 
and the haptic presentation in former machinery hall (3D model: O. Virág, M. Ganobjak, V. Hain; photo: V. 
Hain, 2017).
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7. Addition of new haptic technologies

Various studies researched the links between real and virtual by combination 
of various sensorial stimulations. To induce natural behavior in the spectator, the 
mixture of haptic and audio stimulations from real world and visual stimulations 
from virtual world was successfully used. The reason was that the spectator related 
the presented virtual space more easily to the real one.

The viewers perceived and comprehended the proportions and scale of the virtual 
elements more accurately as seeing them in the scaled physical 3D models or on the 
2D displays as sketches or blueprints. In contrast, perception of scale was compli-
cated, when visual stimulus from virtual environment was mixed together with visual 
and touch stimulus from the real environment on the scaled physical 3D model.

To achieve the more accurate perception of scale by the visitor in this combination of 
used stimulations from virtual and real environment, choosing a location in the scaled 
physical 3D model and then exploring it from that point of view in VR or by the camera 
would be more appropriate. This is implied in the described studies by the application 
of augmented haptic virtuality instead of using conventional augmented reality [17].

Therefore, the need arose to supplement the new available haptic technologies, 
which will be implemented in the premises of the Pieštany power plant in 2022 and 
subsequently their impact on users will be further tested (Figure 16).

The case study questions the relevance, meaningfulness, usability of VR, and 
its applications in entertainment. Some psychology researchers also indicate that 
improperly VR applications may lead to being isolated from the actual world that 
forced binocular imagery may cause brain disorder, and that its applications are 
not explored in the long-term view. In the described research, the VR is becom-
ing a practical instrument for teaching wide public about lost historical objects. 
In comparison to various controversial applications of VR, this case study may be 
understood as appropriate and reasonable practical use of this technology [18].

8. Discussion

Using mixed reality (MR) as a tool for presentation and education of audience 
about industrial heritage is based on advanced technological skills in this area, but 
also to properly evaluate education level of the presentation. It requires to adapt 
the presentation to its targeted audience. The concept of using Haptic Technologies 
(HT) is not only the element of synergy, used in an organized complex design 
process, but in addition it is a crucial educational tool in MR.

Figure 16. 
Planned addition of haptic technologies—Microsoft HoloLens 2, interactive tablets for ARin the old power 
plant in Piestany (scheme: V. Hain, 2021).
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Method that is trying to return the works to life can be called “virtual renewal.” 
There are similar projects in the world often appear as “digital reconstruction” [19]. 
Virtual method recovery was in collaboration with students successfully tested even 
during the last pandemics semesters. For distance reasons, teaching students are able to 
study architectural works within reach your site and if the situation so allows, students 
can also verify the current state of the object in-situ via the “Urban Walk—Interactive 
planning method” [20] or the “Industrial Walk” in conjunction with the “Before after 
method” [21]. Only time will tell how successful it will be, but the growing develop-
ment of haptic technologies is an important aspect for the future education.

9. Conclusion

With HT, the described case study has reimagined the industrial heritage history 
and brought something what was not possible to create physically to a present 
viewer. Learning about our lost historical objects is now easier and more accessible 
to wide public with this applied interactive technology. By focusing gaze on specific 
targets in scene, the interactive elements can be activated, and thus the user is 
informed and learnt by more natural way.

Visitor tracking is also a good educational element in understanding how people 
perceive the local industrial heritage sites, as much as they are interested in them 
and how to attract as many new participants as possible through HT.

For each experimental study of education about historical remains, the precise 
study of the subject is required. For that reason, the described case study will be 
used as a foundation for subsequent research of the HT applications in the educa-
tion and preservation of industrial cultural heritage.
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